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Description 

FIELD  OF  THE  INVENTION: 

[0001]  This  invention  relates  to  a  fire  alarm  system  in 
which  terminal  units,  such  as  fire  detectors,  are  connect- 
ed  to  a  receiving  portion  thereof,  and  to  the  terminal 
units  are  given  addresses  so  that  a  terminal  unit  having 
a  status  change  is  detected,  according  to  the  introduc- 
tion  of  claim  1  . 

DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  RELATED  ART: 

[0002]  As  a  fire  alarm  system  in  which  terminal  units, 
such  as  fire  detectors,  are  connected  to  a  receiving  por- 
tion  thereof,  and  to  the  terminal  units  are  given  address- 
es  so  that  a  terminal  unit  having  a  status  change  is  de- 
tected,  a  fire  alarm  system  has  been  disclosed  in  EP- 
2-0  381  018  for  the  purpose  of  enabling  the  receiving 
portion  to  quickly  detect  a  terminal  unit  among  the  ter- 
minal  units  that  has  a  status  change. 
[0003]  The  foregoing  structure  has  an  arrangement 
that  the  terminal  units  are  divided  into  a  plurality  of 
groups,  the  timings  at  which  the  terminal  units  respond 
to  the  receiving  portion  are  made  to  be  different  among 
the  groups  of  the  terminal  units,  a  terminal  unit  having 
a  status  change  responds  to  the  receiving  portion  (sys- 
tem  polling)  at  a  response  timing  for  a  group  to  which 
the  terminal  unit  having  the  status  change  belongs,  tim- 
ings  at  which  terminal  units  belonging  to  the  group  to 
which  the  terminal  unit  that  has  responded  to  the  receiv- 
ing  portion  at  the  system  polling  belongs  respond  to  the 
receiving  portion  are  made  to  be  different  among  the  ter- 
minal  units  in  the  group,  the  terminal  unit  having  the  sta- 
tus  change  responds  to  the  receiving  portion  at  the  re- 
sponse  timing  for  the  terminal  unit  (point  polling),  and 
the  receiving  portion  collects  specific  information  from 
the  terminal  unit  that  has  responded  to  the  receiving  por- 
tion  at  the  point  polling  (selecting). 
[0004]  Thus,  the  operation  for  obtaining  predeter- 
mined  information  is  performed  for  only  the  terminal  unit 
having  the  status  change.  The  operation  for  obtaining 
the  predetermined  information  is  not  performed  for  the 
terminal  units  that  are  free  from  the  status  change. 
Therefore,  the  status  change  of  a  terminal  unit  can  be 
detected  in  a  shorter  time  as  compared  with  a  structure 
in  which  the  predetermined  information  is  intended  to 
be  sequentially  obtained  from  all  terminal  units. 
[0005]  The  foregoing  terminal  units  to  be  connected 
to  the  receiving  portion  are  fire  detectors,  smoke  block- 
ing  and  exhausting  units  and  transmitters.  If  the  trans- 
mitter  is  operated,  afire  alarm  is  obliged  to  be  generated 
within  a  predetermined  time  from  the  commencement 
of  the  operation  and  the  response  lamp  of  the  transmit- 
ter  that  has  been  operated  must  be  turned  on.  If  many 
terminal  units  have  status  changes  in  a  system  compris- 
ing  a  multiplicity  of  terminal  units,  there  is  a  risk  that  the 
fire  alarm  cannot  be  generated  within  the  predetermined 

time. 
[0006]  In  a  case  where  256  terminal  units  are  divided 
into,  for  example,  four  groups,  polling  is  performed  for 
each  of  the  four  groups  and  all  four  groups  have  re- 

5  sponded  to  the  polling  (a  status  change  that  does  not 
relate  to  a  fire  is  included),  point  polling  must  be  per- 
formed  for  all  four  groups.  If  many  terminal  units  in  one 
group  have  status  changes,  all  terminal  units  having  the 
status  changes  must  be  subjected  to  the  selecting  op- 

10  eration  so  that  the  receiving  portion  collects  a  predeter- 
mined  information  from  each  of  the  terminal  units. 
[0007]  In  a  case  where  the  operated  transmitter  be- 
longs  to,  for  example,  the  fourth  group,  information  col- 
lection  starts  at  the  terminal  unit  (the  terminal  unit  having 

is  the  status  change)  belonging  to  the  first  group  and 
therefore  a  problem  takes  place  that  a  long  time  is  re- 
quired  to  collect  information  from  the  transmitter  after 
commencement  of  the  information  collection  from  the 
terminal  unit  belonging  to  the  first  group. 

20  [0008]  Also  the  fire  detectors,  gas  detectors  and  the 
like  that  are  connected  together  with  the  terminal  units 
to  be  controlled  have  a  similar  problem  that  a  long  time 
is  required  to  collect  information  from  a  fire  detector  or 
a  gas  detector  having  a  status  change  after  commence- 

25  ment  of  the  information  collection  from  the  terminal  unit 
belonging  to  the  first  group  and  arranged  to  be  linked  to 
a  smoke  blocking  and  exhausting  unit. 
[0009]  The  fire  detectors  include,  in  its  category,  non- 
accumulative  type  fire  detector  having  no  accumulating 

30  function.  The  system  having  the  non-accumulative  type 
fire  detector  has  an  arrangement  that  the  fire  receiver 
performs  the  accumulating  operation.  That  is,  the  fire 
receiver  checks  the  level  of  the  fire  detector  at  each  pre- 
determined  timing  after  the  fire  receiver  has  discriminat- 

es  ed  that  the  fire  detector  had  detected  a  level  higher  than 
a  fire  level,  accumulation  of  the  fire  detector  is  complet- 
ed  if  the  number  of  times  exceeding  the  predetermined 
level  is  larger  than  a  predetermined  number  of  times, 
and  a  discrimination  is  made  that  a  fire  has  been  detect- 

40  ed  and  thus  the  alarming  operation  is  completed.  After 
the  accumulation  has  been  completed,  the  operation  of 
the  fire  detector  has  been  determined.  Therefore,  the 
receiver  does  not  need  to  collect  information  from  the 
fire  detector. 

45  [0010]  If  the  detected  smoke  density  is  lowered  under 
a  fire  level  though  the  operation  of  the  fire  detector  has 
been  determined,  a  discrimination  is  made  that  the  sta- 
tus  of  the  fire  detector  has  been  changed.  Since  the  fore- 
going  conventional  system  has  the  arrangement  that  a 

so  response  to  the  fire  receiver  is  made  when  the  status  of 
the  fire  detector  has  been  changed,  a  response  to  the 
fire  receiver  is  undesirably  made  even  if  a  state  of  non- 
fire  phenomenon  has  been  restored.  As  a  result,  if  the 
detected  smoke  density  is  lowered  under  the  fire  level, 

55  a  response  to  the  fire  receiver  is  undesirably  again 
made.  If  the  detected  smoke  density  is  raised  over  the 
fire  level,  the  fire  detector  discriminates  that  the  status 
has  been  changed  and  responds  to  the  receiver. 
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[0011]  If  the  detected  smoke  density  is  repeatedly 
raised  and  lowered  in  the  vicinity  of  the  fire  level  even 
after  the  operation  of  the  fire  detector  has  been  deter- 
mined  and  the  fire  receiver  has  issued  an  alarm  in  re- 
sponse  to  the  fire  detector,  the  fire  detector  frequently 
responds  to  the  fire  receiver.  Thus,  the  number  of  the 
responses  to  the  fire  receiver  becomes  too  large  and 
therefore  the  process  to  be  performed  by  the  fire  receiv- 
er  is  delayed  undesirably. 
[0012]  The  accumulative  type  fire  detector  has  the  ar- 
rangement  that  the  fire  detector  performs  the  accumu- 
lating  operation  and  the  operation  is  determined  in  re- 
sponse  to  the  fire  receiver  after  the  accumulation  has 
been  completed.  If  the  detected  smoke  density  is  lower 
than  the  fire  level  afterwards,  the  status  is  changed  and 
a  response  to  the  fire  receiver  is  made.  If  the  detected 
smoke  density  is  raised  afterwards  above  the  fire  level, 
the  accumulation  is  again  started.  After  the  accumula- 
tion  has  been  completed,  a  response  to  the  fire  receiver 
is  made.  Therefore,  also  the  accumulative  type  fire  de- 
tector  has  a  problem  that  the  repetition  of  rising  and  low- 
ering  of  the  detected  smoke  density  in  the  vicinity  of  the 
fire  level  undesirably  increases  the  number  of  response 
times  to  the  fire  receiver  and  thus  the  process  to  be  per- 
formed  by  the  fire  receiver  is  critically  delayed. 
[0013]  The  transmitter  is  the  same  as  the  accumula- 
tive  fire  detector  from  the  viewpoint  that  the  operation 
has  been  determined  when  it  transmits  the  response 
signal  to  the  fire  receiver.  Therefore,  the  transmitter  has 
a  problem  similar  to  that  of  the  accumulative  type  fire 
detector.  That  is,  a  discrimination  is  made  that  the  status 
of  the  transmitter  is  changed  if  the  switch  is  switched  off 
after  the  switch  has  been  switched  on.  Thus,  the  trans- 
mitter  responds  to  the  fire  receiver  and  again  responds 
to  the  fire  receiver  if  the  switch  is  again  switched  on.  As 
a  result,  the  repetitive  switching  of  the  switch  of  the 
transmitter  undesirably  increases  the  number  of  re- 
sponse  times  to  the  fire  receiver  and  thus  a  problem  aris- 
es  in  that  the  process  to  be  performed  by  the  fire  receiver 
is  delayed. 
[0014]  The  fire  detectors  to  be  connected  to  the  fire 
receiver  include  a  multi-signal-type  fire  detector  having 
at  least  two  fire  levels  of  the  following  three  levels:  a  fire 
level  1  (a  level  with  which  a  fire  is  discriminated  if  a 
smoke  density  converted  into  an  obscuration  ratio  is  5 
%/m),  a  fire  level  2  (a  level  with  which  a  fire  is  discrimi- 
nated  if  a  smoke  density  is  10  %/m)  and  a  fire  level  3 
(level  with  which  afire  is  discriminated  if  a  smoke  density 
is  15  %/m).  In  a  case  where  the  fire  detector  transmits 
a  signal  corresponding  to  the  fire  levels  2  and  3  and  as 
well  as  in  a  case  where  the  fire  receiver  is  arranged  to 
discriminate  a  fire  when,  for  example,  the  fire  level  2  is 
realized,  the  fire  detector  transmits  a  signal  denoting  the 
fire  level  2  and  the  operation  is  discriminated  with  the 
fire  level  2  afterthe  smoke  density  has  been  raised  grad- 
ually.  If  the  smoke  density  is  afterwards  raised  to  reach 
the  fire  level  3,  the  fire  detector  again  responds  to  the 
fire  receiver.  Also  in  this  case,  the  number  of  responses 

to  the  fire  receiver  is  increased  undesirably  and  the 
problem  rises  in  that  the  process  to  be  performed  by  the 
fire  receiver  is  delayed  critically.  A  similar  problem  arises 
with  the  case  where  a  phenomenon,  such  as  heat,  light, 

5  gas  or  smell  except  the  smoke,  is  detected. 
[0015]  Since  the  conventional  system  issues  a  fire 
alarm  only  when  the  fire  level  transmitted  from  the  fire 
detector  has  been  raised  to  the  level  set  to  the  fire  de- 
tector,  a  desire  to  detect  a  fire  prior  to  the  foregoing  mo- 

10  ment  cannot  be  satisfied. 
[0016]  The  value  of  the  smoke  density  to  be  detected 
by  the  multi-signal-type  fire  detector  is  not  monotone- 
increased  even  in  an  increase  tendency  and  usually  re- 
peats  increases  and  decreases  in  the  form  of  waves. 

is  The  detected  smoke  density  is  sometimes  raised  and 
lowered  in  the  vicinity  of  the  fire  level.  In  the  foregoing 
case,  if  the  detected  smoke  density  exceeds  the  fire  lev- 
el,  the  fire  detector  has  a  status  change  and  responds 
to  the  fire  receiver.  If  the  detected  smoke  density  has 

20  been  lowered  below  the  fire  level,  the  fire  detector  has 
a  status  change  and  responds  to  the  fire  receiver.  The 
foregoing  operations  are  repeated.  Therefore,  the  repet- 
itive  rising  and  lowering  of  the  detected  smoke  density 
in  the  vicinity  of  the  fire  level  excessively  increases  the 

25  number  of  responses  to  the  fire  receiver. 
[0017]  If  a  desired  fire  level  for  the  multi-signal-type 
fire  detector  is  the  fire  level  2,  a  response  to  the  fire  re- 
ceiver  is  made  when  the  fire  level  1  has  been  realized 
in  a  case  where  the  smoke  density  is  raised  gradually. 

30  |f  the  detected  smoke  density  repeats  rising  and  lower- 
ing  in  the  vicinity  of  the  fire  level  1  (the  multi-signal-type 
fire  detector  is  repeatedly  turned  on/off  at  the  fire  level 
1),  the  number  of  responses  to  the  fire  receiver  is  in- 
creased  excessively  and  a  problem  rises  in  that  the 

35  process  to  be  performed  by  the  fire  receiver  is  delayed. 
A  similar  problem  arises  with  a  case  where  heat,  light, 
gas  or  smell  is  detected  to  determined  a  fire  phenome- 
non. 
[0018]  In  a  case  where  the  accumulating  function  is 

40  effected  at  the  detection  of  a  fire  by  causing  the  fire  de- 
tector  to  have  the  accumulating  function,  a  problem  aris- 
es  in  that  the  number  of  parts  of  the  fire  detector  increas- 
es  excessively  because  the  parts  for  the  accumulating 
function  must  be  provided.  In  addition,  a  memory  capac- 

45  ity  required  to  perform  the  accumulating  operation  must 
be  provided  for  the  fire  detector.  That  is,  a  problem  rises 
in  that  the  fire  detector  must  have  a  large  memory  ca- 
pacity. 
[0019]  In  a  case  where  the  conventional  system  has 

so  the  arrangement  that  the  address  to  be  given  to  the  ter- 
minal  units  is  composed  of,  for  example,  8  bits,  256  ad- 
dresses  can  be  created.  Thus,  256  terminal  units  each 
having  an  inspection  function  can  be  used. 
[0020]  If  the  fire  alarm  system  is  enlarged  to  include 

55  terminal  units  by  a  number  larger  than  256,  the  8-bit  ad- 
dress  is  insufficient  to  constitute  the  system.  Thus,  9  bits 
or  larger  bits  must  be  provided  for  forming  the  addresses 
and  a  long  time  takes  to  call  each  address.  Since  a  mi- 

3 
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croprocessor  is  usually  operated  in  units  of  8  bits,  use 
of  incomplete  bits,  such  as  9  bits  or  10  bits,  arises  a 
problem  that  a  uniform  process  cannot  easily  be  per- 
formed. 
[0021]  As  described  above,  the  conventional  fire  s 
alarm  systems  have  the  foregoing  problems. 

SUMMARY  OF  THE  INVENTION 

[0022]  An  object  of  the  present  invention  is  to  provide  10 
a  fire  alarm  system  capable  of  causing  a  receiving  por- 
tion  thereof  to  quickly  receive  fire  information  transmit- 
ted  from  a  transmitter  or  the  like  in  a  case  where  a  ter- 
minal  unit,  such  as  the  transmitter,  having  a  priority  has 
been  operated  even  if  the  fire  alarm  system  has  a  large  15 
size. 
[0023]  Another  object  of  the  present  invention  is  to 
provide  a  fire  alarm  system  capable  of  preventing  delay 
in  the  process  to  be  performed  by  a  fire  receiver  thereof 
even  if  a  detected  level  is  repeatedly  raised  and  lowered  20 
in  the  vicinity  of  a  fire  level  after  the  operation  of  the  ter- 
minal  unit  has  been  determined. 
[0024]  Another  object  of  the  present  invention  is  to 
provide  a  fire  alarm  system  having  an  arrangement  that 
a  level  at  which  a  fire  alarm  is  issued  is  stored  in  a  re-  25 
ceiving  portion  thereof  in  a  case  where  the  fire  detector 
is  a  multi-stage-type  fire  detector  and  the  receiving  por- 
tion  discriminates  a  fire  in  accordance  with  information 
supplied  from  the  fire  detector. 
[0025]  Another  object  of  the  present  invention  is  to  30 
provide  a  fire  alarm  system  capable  of  issuing  a  previ- 
ous  alarm  from  a  receiving  portion  thereof  prior  to  issu- 
ing  a  usual  fire  alarm. 
[0026]  Another  object  of  the  present  invention  is  to 
provide  a  fire  alarm  system  adapted  to  a  case  where  a  35 
level  signal  received  from  a  multi-signal-type  fire  detec- 
tor  among  a  plurality  of  terminal  units  is  discriminated 
by  a  receiving  portion  thereof  and  the  multi-signal-type 
fire  detector  is  used  at  a  predetermined  fire  level  (for 
example,  the  fire  level  2)  and  capable  of  preventing  de-  40 
lay  in  the  process  to  be  performed  by  the  receiving  por- 
tion  due  to  increase  in  the  response  signals  supplied  to 
the  receiving  portion  when  the  multi-signal-type  fire  de- 
tector  is  repeatedly  turned  on  and  off  at  a  smoke  density 
(for  example,  the  fire  level  1)  lower  than  a  predetermined  45 
fire  level. 
[0027]  Another  object  of  the  present  invention  is  to 
provide  a  fire  alarm  system  capable  of  preventing  in- 
crease  in  the  number  of  parts  of  a  fire  detector  in  a  case 
where  an  accumulating  function  is  exhibited  at  the  de-  so 
tection  of  a  fire  and  the  memory  capacity  of  the  fire  de- 
tector  can  be  reduced. 
[0028]  Another  object  of  the  present  invention  is  to 
provide  a  fire  alarm  system  adapted  to  a  case  where  a 
plurality  of  terminal  units  are  subjected  to  system  poll-  55 
ing,  point  polling  and  selecting  and  capable  of  shorten- 
ing  the  time  required  to  call  each  address  and  overcom- 
ing  difficulty  in  performing  a  uniform  process  because 

an  incomplete  bits  must  be  used  to  form  addresses  in  a 
case  where  the  size  of  the  fire  alarm  system  is  enlarged 
and  thus  the  number  of  the  terminal  units  to  which  the 
addresses  must  be  given  is  increased. 
[0029]  These  objects  are  achieved  by  the  character- 
istics  of  the  independent  and  dependent  claims. 
[0030]  A  first  aspect  of  the  present  invention  is  adapt- 
ed  to  a  fire  alarm  system  in  which  terminal  units,  such 
as  fire  detectors,  are  connected  to  the  receiving  portion, 
each  terminal  unit  has  an  address  and  a  terminal  unit 
having  a  status  change  is  detected,  and  has  an  arrange- 
ment  that  system  polling  of  a  specific  terminal  unit,  such 
as  a  transmitter,  among  the  terminal  units  is  performed 
prior  to  performing  the  system  polling  for  other  terminal 
units. 
[0031]  A  second  aspect  of  the  present  invention  has 
an  arrangement  that,  in  a  case  where  a  plurality  of  ter- 
minal  units  are  subjected  to  system  polling,  point  polling 
and  the  selecting,  a  fire  determined  command  is  trans- 
mitted  to  a  terminal  unit,  the  operation  of  which  has  been 
determined,  to  cause  the  terminal  unit  to  stop  response 
to  the  receiving  portion. 
[0032]  A  third  aspect  of  the  present  invention  has  an 
arrangement  that  a  receiving  portion  discriminates  the 
smoke  level  supplied  from  a  multi-signal-type  fire  detec- 
tor  and,  if  the  received  level  is  a  desired  fire  level,  a  dis- 
crimination  is  made  that  a  fire  level  has  been  realized 
and  a  required  operation  is  performed. 
[0033]  A  fourth  aspect  of  the  present  invention  is 
adapted  to  a  fire  alarm  system  in  which  a  receiving  por- 
tion,  such  as  a  fire  receiver,  and  a  plurality  of  fire  detec- 
tors  are  connected  by  signal  lines,  the  receiving  portion 
calls  the  fire  detector  by  polling,  if  the  fire  detector  has 
a  status  change,  the  fire  detector  having  the  status 
change  responds  to  the  call  from  the  receiving  portion, 
and  the  receiving  portion  collects  status  information 
from  only  the  fire  detector  that  has  made  the  response, 
the  fourth  aspect  having  an  arrangement  that,  if  the  fire 
detector  detects  n-1  level  in  a  case  where  the  fire  de- 
tector  is  a  multi-stage-type  fire  detector  and  the  receiv- 
ing  portion  has  n  (n  is  an  integer  larger  than  2)  fire  levels, 
the  receiving  portion  issues  a  previous  alarm. 
[0034]  A  fifth  aspect  of  the  present  invention  has  an 
arrangement  that  a  receiving  portion,  such  as  a  fire  re- 
ceiver,  discriminates  the  smoke  level  supplied  from  a 
multi-signal-type  fire  detector,  if  the  received  level  is  not 
a  desired  fire  level,  a  level  stop  command  for  causing 
the  multi-signal-type  fire  detector  to  afterwards  stop 
transmission  of  a  response  signal  of  the  received  fire 
level,  and  the  multi-signal-type  fire  detector  that  has  re- 
ceived  the  level  stop  command  does  not  respond  to  the 
receiving  portion  at  the  foregoing  fire  level. 
[0035]  A  sixth  aspect  of  the  present  invention  is  adapt- 
ed  to  a  fire  alarm  system  in  which  a  receiving  portion, 
such  as  a  fire  receiver,  and  a  plurality  of  fire  detectors 
are  connected  by  signal  lines,  the  receiving  portion  calls 
the  fire  detector  by  polling,  if  the  fire  detector  has  a  sta- 
tus  change,  the  fire  detector  having  the  status  change 
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responds  to  the  call  from  the  receiving  portion,  and  the 
receiving  portion  collects  status  information  from  only 
the  fire  detector  that  has  made  the  response,  the  sixth 
aspect  having  an  arrangement  that  a  timer  means  is  pro- 
vided  which  starts  counting  of  a  predetermined  time 
when  the  receiving  portion  has  collected  fire  alarm  as 
status  information  from  the  fire  detector  and  which 
clears  the  counting  of  the  predetermined  time,  and  a  dis- 
crimination  is  made  that  an  accumulating  operation  in 
the  fire  detector  has  completed  and  the  fire  alarm  has 
been  issued  when  the  timer  means  completes  the 
counting  of  the  predetermined  time. 
[0036]  A  seventh  aspect  of  the  present  invention  has 
an  arrangement  that,  in  a  case  where  terminal  units  are 
divided  into  groups  and  the  groups  are  subjected  to  sys- 
tem  polling,  the  plurality  of  the  groups  are  divided  into  a 
plurality  of  tracks,  track  information  is  included  in  a  com- 
mand  and  each  track  is  subjected  to  the  system  polling 
and  the  like. 
[0037]  Since  the  first  aspect  of  the  present  invention 
is  adapted  to  a  fire  alarm  system  in  which  terminal  units, 
such  as  fire  detectors,  are  connected  to  the  receiving 
portion,  each  terminal  unit  has  an  address,  and  a  termi- 
nal  unit  having  a  status  change  is  detected,  and  has  an 
arrangement  that  system  polling  of  a  specific  terminal 
unit,  such  as  a  transmitter,  among  the  terminal  units  is 
performed  prior  to  the  system  polling  for  other  terminal 
units,  fire  information  from  the  transmitter  or  the  like  can 
be  quickly  received  by  the  receiving  portion  in  a  large 
scale  fire  alarm  system  if  the  transmitter  or  the  like  is 
operated. 
[0038]  Since  the  second  aspect  of  the  present  inven- 
tion  has  an  arrangement  that,  in  a  case  where  a  plurality 
of  terminal  units  are  subjected  to  system  polling,  point 
polling  and  the  selecting,  a  fire  determined  command  is 
transmitted  to  a  terminal  unit,  the  operation  of  which  has 
been  determined,  to  cause  the  terminal  unit  to  stop  re- 
sponse  to  the  receiving  portion,  no  response  to  the  fire 
receiver  is  performed  even  if  the  detected  level  repeats 
rising  and  lowering  in  the  vicinity  of  the  fire  level  after 
the  operation  of  the  fire  detector  has  been  determined, 
and  therefore  the  process  to  be  performed  by  the  fire 
receiver  cannot  be  delayed. 
[0039]  Since  the  third  aspect  of  the  present  invention 
has  the  arrangement  that  the  level  supplied  from  the 
multi-signal-type  fire  detector  is  discriminated  by  the  re- 
ceiving  portion,  the  fire  level  can  easily  be  changed  by 
changing  data  in  the  receiving  portion.  Furthermore,  a 
fire  detector  can  be  disposed  regardless  of  the  discrim- 
ination  level. 
[0040]  Since  the  fourth  aspect  of  the  present  invention 
has  the  arrangement  that,  if  the  fire  detector  is  a  multi- 
stage-type  fire  detector  and  the  receiving  portion  has  n 
fire  levels,  the  receiving  portion  issues  a  previous  alarm 
when  the  fire  detector  detects  n-1  level,  the  previous 
alarm  can  be  issued  in  the  polling  selecting  method  prior 
to  issuing  a  usual  fire  alarm. 
[0041]  Since  the  fifth  aspect  of  the  present  invention 

has  the  arrangement  that  a  receiving  portion  discrimi- 
nates  the  smoke  level  supplied  from  a  multi-signal-type 
fire  detector,  if  the  received  level  is  not  a  desired  fire 
level,  a  level  stop  command  for  causing  the  multi-signal- 

5  type  fire  detector  to  afterwards  stop  transmission  of  a 
response  signal  of  the  received  fire  level,  and  the  multi- 
signal-type  fire  detector  that  has  received  the  level  stop 
command  does  not  respond  to  the  receiving  portion  at 
the  foregoing  fire  level,  even  if  the  multi-signal-type  fire 

10  detector  is  repeatedly  turned  on  and  off  at  a  smoke  den- 
sity  lower  than  the  predetermined  fire  level,  the  increase 
in  the  response  signals  to  the  receiving  portion  due  to 
the  repetition  can  be  prevented.  Therefore,  delay  in  the 
process  to  be  performed  by  the  receiving  portion  can  be 

is  prevented. 
[0042]  Since  the  sixth  aspect  of  the  present  invention 
has  an  arrangement  that  a  timer  means  is  provided 
which  starts  counting  of  a  predetermined  time  when  the 
receiving  portion  has  collected  fire  alarm  as  status  in- 

20  formation  from  the  fire  detector  and  which  clears  the 
counting  of  the  predetermined  time,  and  a  discrimination 
is  made  that  an  accumulating  operation  in  the  fire  de- 
tector  has  completed,  the  accumulating  function  can  be 
exhibited  at  the  detection  of  a  fire  even  if  a  fire  detector 

25  having  no  accumulating  function  is  used.  Therefore,  the 
number  of  parts  of  the  fire  detector  needs  not  to  be  in- 
creased  if  the  accumulating  function  is  effected  at  the 
time  of  the  fire  detection.  Furthermore,  the  fire  detector 
does  not  require  a  large  memory  capacity. 

30  [0043]  Since  the  seventh  aspect  of  has  an  arrange- 
ment  that,  in  a  case  where  terminal  units  are  divided  into 
groups  and  the  groups  are  subjected  to  system  polling, 
the  plurality  of  the  groups  are  divided  into  a  plurality  of 
tracks,  system  polling  is  performed  for  each  track  and 

35  the  track  information  is  included  in  a  command,  the  time 
taken  to  call  each  address  will  not  be  lengthened  if  the 
number  of  the  terminal  units,  to  each  of  which  the  ad- 
dress  must  be  given,  is  increased.  Furthermore,  the  dif- 
ficulty  in  performing  a  uniform  process  occurring  due  to 

40  using  incomplete  number  of  bits  for  forming  the  address- 
es  can  be  overcome. 

BRIEF  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  DRAWINGS 

45  [0044] 

Fig.  1  is  a  time  chart  showing  an  embodiment  of  the 
present  invention; 
Fig.  2  is  a  diagram  of  a  circuit  for  use  in  the  fire  alarm 

so  system  to  which  the  embodiment  is  applied; 
Fig.  3  is  a  time  chart  showing  another  operation  in 
the  embodiment; 
Fig.  4  is  a  block  diagram  showing  an  example  of  fire 
receiver  RE  and  units  connected  to  the  receiver  RE 

55  according  to  the  foregoing  embodiment; 
Fig.  5  is  a  block  diagram  showing  a  photoelectric 
smoke  detector  S  according  to  the  foregoing  em- 
bodiment; 
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Fig.  6  is  a  block  diagram  showing  a  transmitter  P 
according  to  the  foregoing  embodiment; 
Fig.  7  is  a  flow  chart  showing  the  basic  operation  of 
a  fire  receiver  RE  according  to  the  foregoing  em- 
bodiment;  5 
Fig.  8  is  a  flow  chart  showing  the  basic  operation  of 
the  photoelectric  smoke  detector  S  which  is  one  of 
terminal  units  according  to  the  foregoing  embodi- 
ment; 
Fig.  9  is  a  flow  chart  showing  the  basic  operation  of  10 
the  transmitter  P  according  to  the  foregoing  embod- 
iment; 
Fig.  10  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  sys- 
tem  polling  (S3)  for  a  transmitter  that  is  performed 
by  the  fire  receiver  RE  according  to  the  foregoing  15 
embodiment; 
Fig.  11  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  normal 
system  polling  (S11)  that  is  performed  by  the  fire 
receiver  RE  according  to  the  foregoing  embodi- 
ment;  20 
Fig.  1  2  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  point 
polling  for  a  transmitter  (S5)  that  is  performed  by 
the  fire  receiver  RE  according  to  the  foregoing  em- 
bodiment; 
Fig.  13  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  normal  25 
point  polling  (S13)  that  is  performed  by  the  fire  re- 
ceiver  RE  according  to  the  foregoing  embodiment; 
Fig.  14  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  se- 
lecting  (S7  and  S15)  that  is  performed  by  the  fire 
receiver  RE  according  to  the  foregoing  embodi-  30 
ment; 
Fig.  14A  shows  the  relationship  between  the  oper- 
ation  levels  and  fire  levels; 
Fig.  15  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  dis- 
connection  discrimination  selecting  (S16)  that  is  35 
performed  by  the  fire  receiver  RE  according  to  the 
foregoing  embodiment; 
Fig.  1  6  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  control 
interruption  process  (S9)  that  is  performed  by  the 
fire  receiver  RE  according  to  the  foregoing  embod-  40 
iment; 
Fig.  17  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  the 
control  interruption  that  is  performed  by  the  fire  re- 
ceiver  RE  according  to  the  foregoing  embodiment 
and  that  is  generated  arbitrarily;  45 
Fig.  1  8  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  a  sys- 
tem  process  (S23  shown  in  Fig.  8)  that  is  performed 
by  the  photoelectric  smoke  detector  S  according  to 
the  foregoing  embodiment; 
Fig.  1  9  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  a  point  so 
process  (S27)that  is  performed  by  the  photoelectric 
smoke  detector  S  according  to  the  foregoing  em- 
bodiment; 
Fig.  20  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  a  se- 
lecting  process  (S29)  that  is  performed  by  the  pho-  55 
toelectric  smoke  detector  S  according  to  the  fore- 
going  embodiment; 
Fig.  21  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  a  sen- 

sor  process  (S25)  that  is  performed  by  the  photoe- 
lectric  smoke  detector  S  according  to  the  foregoing 
embodiment; 
Fig.  22  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  a  sys- 
tem  process  (S503)  that  is  performed  by  the  trans- 
mitter  P  according  to  the  foregoing  embodiment; 
Fig.  23  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  a  point 
process  (S507)  that  is  performed  by  the  transmitter 
P  according  to  the  foregoing  embodiment; 
Fig.  24  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  a  se- 
lecting  process  (S509)  that  is  performed  by  the 
transmitter  P  according  to  the  foregoing  embodi- 
ment; 
Fig.  25  is  a  flow  chart  showing  an  example  of  an 
input  process  (S505)  that  is  performed  by  the  trans- 
mitter  P  according  to  the  foregoing  embodiment; 
Fig.  26  is  a  time  chart  showing  another  example  of 
the  present  invention; 
Fig.  27  is  a  diagram  showing  a  circuit  for  use  in  a 
fire  receiver  RE1  ,  for  use  in  the  embodiment  shown 
in  Fig.  26; 
Fig.  28  is  a  time  chart  showing  the  operation  to  be 
performed  in  a  case  where  a  transmitter  or  a  termi- 
nal  unit  having  a  status  change  is  present  in  the  sys- 
tem  polling  for  a  transmitter  and  the  normal  system 
polling; 
Fig.  29  is  a  flow  chart  showing  the  basic  operation 
of  the  fire  receiver  RE1  ; 
Fig.  30  is  a  time  chart  of  an  operation  that,  by  sys- 
tem  polling,  specifies  one  group  consisting  of  a  plu- 
rality  of  terminal  units  and  that  collects  information 
by  selecting  each  of  the  terminal  units  belonging  to 
the  specified  group;  and 
Fig.  31  is  a  time  chart  of  an  operation  that  subjects 
all  terminal  units  to  point  polling  and  that  subjects 
only  terminal  unit  that  has  made  a  response  in  the 
point  polling  to  selecting  to  collect  information. 

DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0045]  Fig.  1  is  a  time  chart  showing  an  embodiment 
of  the  present  invention.  Fig.  2  is  a  circuit  diagram  for  a 
fire  alarm  system  to  which  the  embodiment  is  adapted. 
Fig.  3  is  a  time  chart  showing  another  operation  of  the 
foregoing  embodiment. 
[0046]  Referring  to  Fig.  2,  a  variety  of  terminal  units, 
such  as  (smoke  type,  heat  type,  flame  type,  gas  type  or 
a  smell  type)  fire  detectors  S,  transmitters  P  and  relays 
RP,  are  connected  to  a  fire  receiver  RE,  which  is  an  ex- 
ample  of  a  receiving  portion,  the  terminal  units  having 
individual  addresses  and  being  divided  into  four  groups 
GO,  G1,  G2and  G3. 
[0047]  The  group  GO  includes  three  fire  detectors  S 
and  one  transmitter  P,  the  group  G1  includes  three  fire 
detectors  S  and  one  transmitter  P,  group  G2  includes 
two  fire  detectors  S,  one  relay  RP  and  one  transmitter 
P,  and  group  G3  includes  three  fire  detectors  S  and  one 
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transmitter  P.  The  terminal  units  have  corresponding  ad- 
dresses  0  to  15  such  that  the  terminal  unit  in  the  group 
GO  has  address  0,  the  address  being  increased  sequen- 
tially.  A  plurality  of  general  detectors  (each  having  no 
address)  of  an  on/off  type  that  transmits  a  fire  signal 
when  circuits  thereof  are  short-circuited  are  connected 
to  the  relay  PR  having  address  1  0.  Although  four  termi- 
nal  units  are  included  in  one  group,  in  the  foregoing 
group,  the  number  of  the  terminal  units  is  not  limited  to 
four.  Also  the  number  of  the  groups  is  not  limited  to  four. 
[0048]  To  the  receiver  RE,  a  plurality  of  local  bells  B 
are  connected  through  local  sound  connection  lines  L2, 
a  plurality  of  smoke  blocking  and  exhausting  units  ER 
are  connected  through  smoke  blocking  and  exhausting 
lines  L3,  and  a  plurality  of  display  units  AN  are  connect- 
ed  through  display  unit  connection  lines  L4. 
[0049]  In  the  foregoing  embodiments,  the  local  bells 
B,  the  smoke  blocking  and  exhausting  units  ER  and  the 
display  units  AN  in  a  controlled  system  do  not  have  ad- 
dresses.  The  foregoing  units  are  controlled  (connected 
in  a  so-called  P-connection  manner)  by  connecting/dis- 
connecting  the  lines  L2  to  L4  for  the  corresponding  ter- 
minal  units  or  the  systems.  The  address  of  each  of  the 
fire  detectors  S,  the  transmitters  P  and  the  relays  RP  in 
a  supervisory  system  is  appointed  by  serial  transmis- 
sion  or  the  like  through  two  common  signal  lines  L1  also 
serving  as  power  sources  (see  Fig.  4)  so  as  to  be  con- 
trolled  individually  (connected  in  a  so-called  R-connec- 
tion). 
[0050]  The  receiver  RE  performs  system  polling  for  a 
transmitter,  point  polling  for  the  transmitter  and  selecting 
prior  to  performing  normal  system  polling,  normal  point 
polling  and  selecting. 
[0051]  The  "normal  system  polling"  is  polling  in  which 
the  terminal  units  are  previously  divided  into  a  plurality 
of  groups  and  a  terminal  unit  having  a  status  change  is 
not  specified  but  only  whether  or  not  a  terminal  unit  hav- 
ing  a  status  change  is  present  is  examined  for  each 
group.  That  is,  the  terminal  unit  groups  have  individual 
timings  at  which  the  group  respond  to  the  receiver  RE 
and  a  terminal  unit  having  a  status  change  responds  to 
the  receiver  RE  (for  example,  by  transmitting  pulses)  at 
the  timing  assigned  to  a  group  including  the  terminal  that 
has  the  status  change. 
[0052]  The  "normal  point  polling"  is  polling  for  speci- 
fying  a  terminal  unit  that  has  responded  to  the  normal 
system  polling  (that  is,  polling  for  specifying  a  terminal 
unit  having  a  status  change).  In  this  polling,  the  receiver 
RE  calls  a  terminal  unit  belonging  to  the  group  that  has 
responded  to  the  receiver  RE  in  the  normal  system  poll- 
ing;  the  timings  at  which  the  respective  terminal  units  in 
the  foregoing  group  respond  to  the  receiver  RE  are 
made  to  be  different  from  one  another  (for  example,  the 
responding  timings  are  made  to  be  different  from  one 
another  by  transmitting  pulses),  and  the  terminal  unit 
having  the  status  change  responds  to  the  receiver  RE 
(for  example,  by  transmitting  pulses)  at  the  responding 
timing  assigned  to  the  terminal  unit  having  the  status 

change. 
[0053]  The  "selecting"  in  the  normal  point  polling  is 
polling  to  be  performed  in  a  case  where  a  terminal  unit 
has  responded  to  the  receiver  RE  in  the  normal  point 

5  polling,  the  selecting  being  performed  in  such  a  manner 
that  the  receiver  RE  calls  a  terminal  unit  of  the  terminal 
units  in  the  subject  group  that  has  responded  to  the  re- 
ceiver  RE  in  the  normal  point  polling  and  the  receiver 
RE  collects  specific  information  (for  example,  in  the  form 

10  of  a  code  signal). 
[0054]  The  "system  polling  for  a  transmitter"  is  polling 
in  which  only  transmitters  among  the  terminal  units  are 
previously  divided  into  a  plurality  of  groups,  a  transmitter 
having  a  status  change  is  not  specified,  but  only  whether 

is  or  not  a  transmitter  having  a  status  change  is  present  is 
examined  for  each  group.  That  is,  the  transmitter  groups 
have  individual  timings  at  which  they  respond  to  the  re- 
ceiver  RE,  and  a  transmitter  having  a  status  change  re- 
sponds  to  the  receiver  RE  at  the  timing  assigned  to  the 

20  group  to  which  the  transmitter  having  the  status  change 
belongs  (for  example,  by  transmitting  pulses). 
[0055]  The  "point  polling  for  a  transmitter"  is  polling 
for  specifying  a  transmitter  that  has  responded  to  the 
system  polling  for  a  transmitter.  A  transmitter  belonging 

25  to  a  group  that  has  responded  to  the  receiver  RE  in  the 
system  polling  for  a  transmitter  is  called,  the  transmitters 
in  the  group  have  different  timings  at  which  they  respond 
to  the  receiver  RE,  and  the  transmitter  having  a  status 
change  responds  to  the  receiver  RE  at  the  responding 

30  timing  assigned  to  the  transmitter  (for  example,  by  trans- 
mitting  pulses). 
[0056]  The  "selecting"  in  the  point  polling  for  a  trans- 
mitter  is  polling  to  be  performed  in  a  case  where  a  trans- 
mitter  P  has  responded  to  the  receiver  RE  in  the  point 

35  polling  for  a  transmitter,  the  selecting  being  performed 
in  such  a  manner  that  the  transmitter  P  among  transmit- 
ters  P  in  the  subject  group  that  has  responded  to  the 
receiver  RE  in  the  point  polling  for  a  transmitter  is  called 
and  the  receiver  RE  collects  specific  information  (for  ex- 

40  ample,  in  the  form  of  a  code  signal). 
[0057]  If  the  receiver  RE  has  sequentially  called  a  plu- 
rality  of  terminal  units,  demanded  them  to  transmit  spe- 
cific  information  and  received  the  specific  information 
from  the  subject  terminal  unit,  a  discrimination  is  made 

45  that  no  disconnection  has  taken  place  between  the  re- 
ceiver  RE  and  the  subject  terminal  unit.  If  type  informa- 
tion  is  used  as  the  specific  information,  the  receiver  RE 
collates  type  information  supplied  from  the  terminal  unit 
and  received  by  the  receiver  RE  and  type  information  of 

so  the  subject  terminal  unit  registered  in  the  receiver  RE. 
If  the  two  types  of  information  do  not  coincide  with  each 
other,  a  discrimination  is  made  that  the  type  of  the  ter- 
minal  unit  has  been  changed. 
[0058]  The  operation  of  this  embodiment  will  now  be 

55  described. 
[0059]  Referring  to  Figs.  1  and  3,  the  operation  pro- 
ceeds  from  the  upper  left  portion  toward  the  upper  right 
portion,  and  then  the  operation  proceeds  from  the  fore- 
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going  right  end  to  the  left  end  below  the  foregoing  step. 
The  operation  proceeds  sequentially  in  the  foregoing 
manner. 
[0060]  Referring  to  Figs.  1  and  3,  the  operation  of  the 
receiver  RE  is  shown  above  a  horizontal  line  and  the 
operation  of  the  transmitter  P  or  a  terminal  unit  except 
the  transmitter  P  is  shown  belowthe  horizontal  line.  Also 
referring  to  Figs.  1  and  3,  dashed-line  columns  show  re- 
sponding  timings  of  a  signal  denoting  generation  of  sta- 
tus  change,  omission  of  description  in  the  dashed-line 
columns  show  a  fact  that  a  signal  changing  a  status 
change  was  not  transmitted  from  the  transmitter  P  or  a 
terminal  unit  except  the  transmitter  P  (that  is,  no  re- 
sponse  to  the  polling  was  made),  pulse  wave  forms  in 
the  dashed-line  columns  show  responses  made  to  the 
receiver  RE  at  the  timings  shown  in  the  dashed-line  line 
columns,  and  continuous-line  columns  below  the  hori- 
zontal  lines  show  signals  returned  from  a  transmitter  P 
or  the  like  to  the  receiver  RE. 
[0061]  Fig.  1  is  a  time  chart  in  a  case  where  a  trans- 
mitter  P  or  the  like  having  a  status  change  is  not  present 
(that  is,  it  is  a  time  chart  in  a  normal  state).  Fig.  3  is  a 
time  chart  in  a  case  where  a  transmitter  P  or  the  like 
having  a  status  change  is  present. 
[0062]  At  P1  shown  in  Fig.  1  ,  the  system  polling  for  a 
transmitter  is  performed  prior  to  performing  the  normal 
system  polling  for  determining  whether  or  not  there  is  a 
transmitter  P  that  has  been  operated.  That  is,  all  termi- 
nal  units  are  divided  into  groups  (four  in  the  structure 
shown  in  Fig.  1).  The  receiver  RE  transmits  signal 
SPAD-CM1  denoting  a  status  information  return  com- 
mand  in  the  system  polling  for  a  transmitter.  Upon  re- 
ceipt  of  the  signal  SPAD-CM1  ,  the  transmitter  (operated 
transmitter)  P  having  the  status  change  responds  to  this 
by  transmitting  a  pulse  denoting  the  status  change  at 
the  responding  timing  for  any  of  the  groups  GO  to  G3 
(individual  responding  timing  is  previously  given  to  each 
group)  to  which  the  transmitter  P  belongs. 
[0063]  If  there  is  no  transmitter  P  having  a  status 
change  in  the  system  polling  for  a  transmitter,  the  normal 
system  polling  is  performed  at  P2  shown  in  Fig.  1  in  or- 
der  to  determine  whether  or  not  a  status  change  has 
undergone  with  any  of  all  terminal  units  including  the 
transmitter  P.  That  is,  the  receiver  RE  transmits  code 
SPAD-CM2  denoting  status  information  return  com- 
mand  in  the  normal  system  polling.  Upon  receipt  of  the 
code  SPAD-CM2,  a  terminal  unit  responds  to  this  by 
transmitting  a  pulse  denoting  the  status  change  at  the 
responding  timing  assigned  to  any  of  the  groups  GO  to 
G3  (individual  responding  timings  have  been  previously 
given  to  the  groups)  to  which  the  terminal  unit  belongs. 
[0064]  In  the  normal  system  polling,  if  there  is  no  ter- 
minal  unit  having  a  status  change,  a  terminal  unit  having 
address  0  is  subjected  to  disconnection  discrimination 
selecting  at  P3  shown  in  Fig.  1  .  That  is,  whether  or  not 
the  terminal  unit  having  address  0  has  encountered  (that 
is,  whether  or  not  the  connection  has  been  established) 
by  transmitting  code  SAD(n)-CM3  (n  is  a  number  chang- 

ing  the  address  and  is  zero  in  this  case)  changing  a  type 
information  return  command.  If  the  terminal  unit  having 
address  0  returns  to  the  receiver  RE  code  SAD(n)-ID 
(ID  is  the  type  and  n  is  zero)  denoting  the  self-address 

5  and  the  type  of  the  fire  detector  upon  receipt  of  the  code 
SAD(n)-CM3,  the  receiver  RE  is  able  to  confirm  that  no 
disconnection  has  taken  place  from  the  terminal  unit 
having  address  0. 
[0065]  Then,  the  system  polling  for  a  transmitter, 

10  which  is  the  same  as  the  system  polling  for  a  transmitter 
at  P1  is  again  performed  at  P4  shown  in  Fig.  1.  At  P5 
shown  in  Fig.  1  ,  the  normal  system  polling,  which  is  the 
same  as  the  normal  system  polling  at  P2,  is  again  per- 
formed.  At  P6  shown  in  Fig.  1  ,  a  terminal  unit  having  the 

is  next  address  1  is  subjected  to  the  disconnection  dis- 
crimination  selecting  similar  to  that  performed  at  P3.  At 
P7  shown  in  Fig.  1  ,  the  system  polling  for  a  transmitter 
similar  to  that  at  P1  is  performed.  The  foregoing  opera- 
tions  are  repeated.  That  is,  the  system  polling  for  a 

20  transmitter  and  the  normal  system  polling  are  repeated 
and  the  next  terminal  unit  having  the  address  increased 
by  one  is  subjected  to  the  disconnection  discrimination 
selecting  whenever  one  cycle  of  the  foregoing  system 
polling  operations  is  completed. 

25  [0066]  Since  the  system  polling  for  a  transmitter  is,  in 
this  embodiment,  always  performed  prior  to  performing 
the  normal  system  polling  even  if  a  long  time  takes  to 
complete  the  normal  system  polling  and  the  ensuing 
normal  point  polling  and  the  selecting,  the  receiver  RE 

30  is  able  to  quickly  detect  fire  information  transmitted  from 
the  transmitter  P  if  the  transmitter  P,  which  is  operated 
depending  upon  the  judgment  made  by  a  person,  is  op- 
erated.  Therefore,  the  greater  the  size  of  the  fire  alarm 
system  is,  the  further  satisfactory  effect  can  be  obtained. 

35  [0067]  In  the  foregoing  embodiment,  the  fire  alarm 
system,  which  comprises  the  terminal  units  in  the  super- 
visory  system  for  supervising  a  fire  phenomenon,  the 
receiver  and  the  terminal  units  in  the  controlled  system 
to  be  controlled  by  the  receiver,  has  the  arrangement 

40  that  the  terminal  units  in  the  supervisory  system  have 
individual  addresses,  the  terminal  units  in  the  supervi- 
sory  system  and  the  receiver  communicate  with  each 
other  (R-connected)  by  a  serial  transmission  through 
the  addresses,  and  the  terminal  units  in  the  controlled 

45  system  are  connected  (P-connected)  to  the  receiver  so 
as  to  be  turned  on/off  through  individual  signal  lines. 
[0068]  That  is,  all  local  bells  B  are  connected  to  the 
two  local  sound  connection  lines  L2  (see  Fig.  4)  so  as 
to  be  collectively  turned  on/off.  The  smoke  blocking  and 

so  exhausting  connection  line  L3  comprises  a  common  line 
and  individual  signal  lines  connected  to  corresponding 
smoke  blocking  and  exhausting  units  ER,  that  is,  com- 
prises  (the  number  of  smoke  blocking  and  exhausting 
units  ER  +  1)  signal  lines  (not  shown).  Each  smoke 

55  blocking  and  exhausting  unit  ER  is  individually  turned 
on/off.  The  display  unit  connection  line  L4  comprises  a 
plurality  of  signal  lines  determined  to  be  adaptable  to 
the  contents  to  be  displayed  (not  shown).  All  display 
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units  are  connected  among  the  foregoing  signal  lines. 
When  a  predetermined  signal  line  is  turned  on/off,  a 
common  content  is  displayed  on  each  display  unit.  The 
connection  line  L1  for  the  terminal  unit  in  the  supervisory 
system  comprises  two  signal  lines  (see  Fig.  4).  All  fire 
detectors  S  and  transmitters  P  are  connected  between 
two  signal  lines  in  such  a  manner  that  the  units  have 
individual  addresses.  By  transmitting/receiving  signals 
with  given  addresses,  information  is  individually  trans- 
mitted/received.  Although  the  foregoing  embodiment 
employs  a  method  in  which  the  local  bells  B  are  simul- 
taneously  rung,  a  method  may  be  employed  in  which 
the  local  bells  B  may  be  individually  controlled  like  the 
smoke  blocking  and  exhausting  connection  lines  L3  so 
as  to  be  rung  simultaneously. 
[0069]  Since  the  terminal  units  in  the  supervisory  sys- 
tem  are  R-connected  and  the  terminal  units  in  the  con- 
trol  system  are  P-connected,  the  R-lines  connected  to 
the  terminal  units  in  the  supervisory  system  can  be  min- 
imized  to  two.  Thus,  the  wiring  space  can  be  reduced. 
In  a  case  of  small-size  fire  alarm  system  comprising  a 
small  number  of  terminal  units  in  the  control  system,  the 
number  of  P-lines  connected  to  the  terminal  units  in  the 
control  system  can  be  decreased.  Therefore,  the  wiring 
space  can  be  reduced.  Although  a  relay  must  be  dis- 
posed  in  a  case  where  the  terminal  units  in  the  control 
system  are  R-connected,  the  P-connection  of  the  termi- 
nal  units  in  the  control  system  enables  the  relay  to  be 
omitted.  As  a  result,  the  space  required  for  the  relay  can 
be  used  effectively  and  the  fire  supervisory  can  be  per 
performed  quickly  because  the  supervisory  system  and 
the  control  system  uses  individual  lines.  Furthermore,  a 
process  for  transmitting  command  codes  and  so  forth 
can  be  performed  easily  and  the  load  that  must  be  borne 
by  the  receiver  RE  can  be  reduced.  Therefore,  the  dis- 
crimination  can  easily  be  made. 
[0070]  As  the  terminal  unit  in  the  supervisory  system, 
at  least  any  of  the  fire  detector,  the  relay  and  the  trans- 
mitter  is  required  to  be  connected.  As  the  terminal  unit 
in  the  control  system,  at  least  any  of  units  to  be  control- 
led,  the  local  sound  unit,  a  fire  block  door,  a  smoke 
blocking  damper  and  the  display  unit  is  required  to  be 
connected. 
[0071]  Fig.  3  is  a  time  chart  showing  the  operation  of 
the  transmitter  P  having  a  status  change  or  the  opera- 
tion  to  be  performed  in  a  case  where  the  status  of  a  ter- 
minal  unit  except  the  transmitter  P  has  been  changed. 
[0072]  At  P10  shown  in  Fig.  3,  the  system  polling  for 
a  transmitter  is  performed  and  a  response  of  any  trans- 
mitters  P  belonging  to  the  group  G1  (the  status  change 
of  the  transmitter  P)  is  indicated  because  a  pulse  is  re- 
turned  from  the  transmitter  P  at  the  second  timing.  At 
P11  shown  in  Fig.  3,  the  group  G1  is  subjected  to  the 
point  polling  for  a  transmitter.  That  is,  the  receiver  RE 
transmits  to  a  terminal  unit  code  GAD(g)-CM1  (g  is  a 
number  denoting  the  group  that  is  1  in  this  case)  denot- 
ing  the  point  polling  for  a  transmitter  for  discriminating 
the  transmitter  P  which  belongs  to  the  group  G1  and 

which  has  made  a  response.  Since  a  pulse  is,  at  the 
fourth  timing  for  the  group  G1  ,  returned  from  the  trans- 
mitter  P  in  the  group  G1  in  response  to  the  foregoing 
polling,  it  means  that  the  transmitter  P  (the  eighth  trans- 

5  mitter  P)  having  address  7  which  is  the  fourth  address 
of  the  four  transmitters  P  belonging  to  the  group  G1  has 
made  the  response.  At  P12,  the  receiver  RE  subjects 
the  transmitter  P  having  the  address  7  to  the  selecting 
and  requires  data. 

w  [0073]  That  is,  the  receiver  RE  transmits  code  SAD 
(n)-CMO  (n  is  a  number  denoting  the  address  which  is 
7  in  this  case)  denoting  a  status  information  return  com- 
mand  to  be  issued  to  the  terminal  unit  having  the  ad- 
dress  7.  Upon  receipt  of  the  code  SAD(n)-CM0,  the 

is  transmitter  P  having  the  address  7  transmits  to  the  re- 
ceiver  RE  signal  SAD(n)-DA  (DA  is  data  required  to  be 
transmitted  which  is  a  fire  signal  set  as  the  data  in  this 
case  and  n  is  7)  denoting  the  self  -address  and  data  re- 
quired  to  be  transmitted. 

20  [0074]  At  P1  3  shown  in  Fig.  3,  the  receiver  RE  trans- 
mits  to  the  eighth  transmitter  P  code  SAD(n)-CM4  (n  is 
a  number  denoting  the  address  which  is  7  in  this  case) 
denoting  afire  determined  command  in  accordance  with 
the  received  data  DA.  Thus,  the  eighth  transmitter  P 

25  turns  on  a  response  lamp  and  the  alarm  issue  from  the 
eighth  transmitter  P  can  assuredly  be  displayed. 
[0075]  The  "fire  determined  command"  is  a  "com- 
mand  for  inhibiting  the  terminal  unit  among  the  terminal 
units,  the  operation  of  which  has  been  determined,  to 

30  respond  to  the  receiver  RE".  If  the  receiver  RE  has  dis- 
criminated  that  the  terminal  unit  has  detected  a  fire  in 
accordance  with  the  status  information  collected  by  the 
receiver  RE  from  the  terminal  unit  by  the  selecting  and 
an  alarm  process  such  as  display  of  a  fire  block  or  the 

35  like  has  been  performed  (that  is,  if  a  fire  of  the  terminal 
unit  has  been  determined),  the  fire  determined  state  for 
the  terminal  unit  is  not  suspended  until  a  fire  restoring 
operation  is  performed.  If  the  terminal  unit  continues  re- 
sponse  to  the  system  polling  or  the  point  polling  after 

40  the  fire  has  been  determined,  the  receiver  RE  performs 
meaningless  processes  for  the  terminal  unit  though  the 
fire  determination  is  maintained.  The  meaningless  proc- 
esses  delay  the  polling  operation  and  the  selecting  op- 
eration  for  the  other  terminal  units,  the  operation  of 

45  which  has  not  been  determined. 
[0076]  The  receiver  RE,  by  selecting,  transmits  to  the 
terminal  unit  that  has  been  determined  to  be  caught  in 
a  fire  (that  is,  the  terminal  unit,  the  operation  of  which 
has  been  determined)  the  fire  determined  command  so 

so  that  the  ensuing  response  of  the  terminal  unit  to  the  sys- 
tem  polling  and  the  point  polling  is  inhibited.  Although 
the  foregoing  description  has  been  made  about  the  case 
where  a  fire  has  been  determined,  a  structure  may  be 
employed  such  that  the  response  to  the  system  polling 

55  and  the  point  polling  is  inhibited  in  accordance  with  the 
fire  determined  command  in  also  a  case  where  the  op- 
eration  of  the  terminal  unit  has  been  determined  due  to 
breakdown  of  the  fire  detector  (for  example,  impossible 
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for  its  light  emitting  device  to  emit  light)  or  disconnection 
of,  for  example,  a  secondary  electricity  passage  of  the 
relay. 
[0077]  In  a  case  of  the  transmitter  P,  if  its  button  is 
depressed,  the  receiver  RE  displays  the  fire  block  or  the 
address  to  issue  an  alarm.  Thus,  the  operation  of  the 
transmitter  P  is  determined. 
[0078]  Therefore,  the  eighth  transmitter  P  that  has  re- 
ceived  the  fire  determined  command  SAD(7)-CM4  from 
the  receiver  RE  stops  response  to  the  ensuing  system 
polling  and  point  polling.  When  the  receiver  RE  trans- 
mits  fire  restoring  command  SPAD-CM6  at  P14  at  the 
time  of  restoring  the  system  after  the  process  against 
the  fire  has  been  completed,  the  transmitter  P  that  has 
received  the  fire  determined  command  as  described 
above  is  restored  in  response  to  a  fire  restoring  signal. 
[0079]  After  the  system  polling  for  a  transmitter,  the 
point  polling  for  a  transmitter  and  the  selecting  have 
been  completed,  the  normal  system  polling,  the  normal 
point  polling  and  the  selecting  are  performed. 
[0080]  That  is,  the  normal  system  polling  is  performed 
at  P20  shown  in  Fig.  3,  the  status  of  the  terminal  units, 
such  as  the  fire  detector  S,  belonging  to  the  group  G2 
is  changed,  and  the  normal  point  polling  is  performed  at 
P21  shown  in  Fig.  3.  Namely,  the  receiver  RE,  at  P20, 
transmits  code  SPAD-CM2  denoting  the  status  informa- 
tion  return  command  in  the  normal  system  polling,  a 
pulse  is  returned  at  the  third  timing,  the  status  informa- 
tion  return  command  GAD(g)-CM2  (g  is  a  number  which 
denotes  the  group  which  is  two  in  this  case)  in  the  nor- 
mal  point  polling  is  transmitted  to  the  terminal  unit  in  the 
group  G2  at  P21  .  Since  a  pulse  is  returned  from  the  ter- 
minal  unit,  it  means  that  the  status  of  the  second  termi- 
nal  unit  (the  tenth  terminal  unit)  among  the  four  terminal 
unit  belongingtothe  group  G2  has  been  changed.  Thus, 
the  receiver  RE  subjects  the  tenth  terminal  unit  (having 
address  9)  to  the  selecting  at  P22  shown  in  Fig.  3  to 
require  data.  That  is,  the  receiver  RE  transmits  the  ad- 
dress  of  the  terminal  unit  that  has  received  the  response 
signal  and  the  status  information  return  command  SAD 
(n)-CMO  (n  is  a  number  denoting  the  address  which  is 
9  in  this  case).  The  terminal  unit  having  the  address  9 
transmits  code  SAD(n)-DA  (n  is  9  in  this  case  and  DA  is 
data  required  to  be  transmitted)  denoting  the  self-ad- 
dress  and  the  data  required  to  be  transmitted  to  the  re- 
ceiver  RE. 
[0081]  At  P22  shown  in  Fig.  3,  the  receiver  RE  per- 
forms  an  operation  required  for  the  signal  level  of  the 
data  DA.  The  signal  level  will  now  be  described.  A  fire 
detector  usually  has,  in  a  case  of  a  smoke  detector, 
three  levels  from  1  to  3.  Specifically,  a  smoke  density 
converted  into  an  obscuration  ratio  of  5  %/m  is  deter- 
mined  to  level  1,10  %/m  is  determined  to  be  level  2  and 
1  5  %/m  is  determined  to  be  level  3.  A  storage  means  of 
the  receiver  RE  to  be  described  later  stores  the  fire  dis- 
crimination  levels  at  which  the  fire  alarm  must  be  issued, 
the  fire  discrimination  levels  at  respective  addresses  be- 
ing  stored.  Furthermore,  linked  information  (information 

of,  for  example,  the  operation  of  a  terminal  unit  to  be 
controlled)  for  each  level  is  stored.  Thus,  an  operation 
corresponding  to  the  level  is  performed.  The  receiver 
RE  determines  whether  or  not  data  transmitted  from  the 

5  terminal  unit  having  the  address  9  is  a  signal  with  which 
afire  alarm  must  be  issued  (for  example,  a  signal  of  level 
2).  If  the  data  received  from  the  terminal  unit  is  a  signal 
of  the  level  1  for  example,  the  receiver  RE,  at  P23shown 
in  Fig.  3,  transmits  to  the  terminal  unit  having  the  ad- 

10  dress  9  a  level  stop  command  SAD(n)-CM5  (n  is  9  in 
this  case)  denoting  a  fact  that  a  signal  of  the  foregoing 
level  is  not  required. 
[0082]  The  "level  stop  command"  is  a  "command  for 
use  such  that  a  received  level  signal  of  smoke  or  the  like 

is  transmitted  from  a  fire  detector  in  the  selecting  is  dis- 
criminated,  and  if  the  received  level  signal  is  not  the  level 
signal  of  a  desired  fire  discrimination  level  the  fire  de- 
tector  is  stopped  to  transmit  the  response  signal  to  the 
received  level  signal".  Therefore,  the  fire  detector  S  that 

20  has  received  the  level  stop  command  does  not  respond 
to  the  level,  the  response  to  which  has  been  stopped. 
[0083]  Use  of  the  foregoing  level  stop  command  is  ef- 
fective  for  a  multi-signal-type  fire  detector  which  has  a 
plurality  of  discrimination  levels,  which  makes  a  fire  dis- 

25  crimination  at  each  discrimination  level  and  which  trans- 
mits  a  corresponding  level  signal,  the  plurality  of  the  dis- 
crimination  levels  consisting  of,  for  example,  a  level 
equivalent  to  a  fire  of  the  level  1  (a  level  for  discriminat- 
ing  the  fire  when  the  smoke  density  is  5  %),  a  level  equiv- 

30  alent  to  a  fire  of  the  level  2  (a  level  for  discriminating  the 
fire  when  the  smoke  density  is  10  %)  and  a  level  equiv- 
alent  to  a  fire  of  the  level  3  (a  level  for  discriminating  the 
fire  when  the  smoke  density  is  15  %).  That  is,  the  level 
of  the  signal  received  from  the  multi-signal-type  fire  de- 

35  tector  is  discriminated  by  the  receiver  RE.  If  the  fire  level 
of  the  received  level  signal  is  not  the  level  signal  corre- 
sponding  to  a  desired  fire  level,  a  level  stop  command 
causing  the  multi-signal-type  fire  detector  to  stop  ensu- 
ing  transmission  of  the  response  signal  to  the  received 

40  level  signal.  The  multi-signal-type  fire  detector  that  has 
received  the  level  stop  command  does  not  respond  to 
the  receiver  RE  in  the  system  polling  and  the  point  poll- 
ing  at  the  foregoing  fire  level.  Thus,  even  if  the  multi- 
signal-type  fire  detector  repeats  turning  on  and  off  at  a 

45  smoke  density  of  a  level  lower  than  the  level  which  is 
discriminated  by  the  receiver  RE  that  a  fire  takes  place, 
meaningless  response  signals  are  not  transmitted  to  the 
receiver  RE.  Therefore,  delay  of  the  processes  in  the 
receiver  RE  can  be  prevented. 

so  [0084]  The  foregoing  embodiment  has  the  arrange- 
ment  that  a  plurality  of  terminal  units  are  subjected  to 
the  system  polling,  the  point  polling  and  the  selecting  in 
such  a  manner  that  the  fire  determined  command  is 
transmitted  to  the  terminal  unit,  the  operation  of  which 

55  has  been  determined  and  the  response  to  the  receiver 
RE  in  the  system  polling  and  the  point  polling  is  stopped. 
The  terminal  unit,  the  operation  of  which  has  been  de- 
termined,  is  a  storage  type  fire  detector  that  has  trans- 
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mitted  to  the  receiver  RE  afire  signal,  and  a  non-storage 
type  fire  detector  the  storage  of  which  has  been  com- 
pleted  by  the  receiver  RE,  as  well  as  the  transmitter  P 
that  has  transmitted  the  fire  signal  to  the  receiver  RE. 
[0085]  As  described  above,  a  plurality  of  terminal 
units  are  subjected  to  the  system  polling,  the  point  poll- 
ing  and  the  selecting  in  such  a  manner  that  the  fire  de- 
termined  command  is  transmitted  to  the  terminal  unit, 
the  operation  of  which  has  been  determined,  and  thus 
the  response  to  the  receiving  portion  is  stopped.  There- 
fore,  even  if  the  detection  level  of  smoke  or  the  like  re- 
peats  rise  and  fall  in  the  vicinity  of  the  fire  level,  no  re- 
sponse  to  the  receiver  is  performed.  Thus,  the  process 
to  be  performed  by  the  receiver  cannot  be  delayed. 
When  the  system  is  restored,  the  receiving  portion 
transmits  a  fire  restoring  command  to  the  terminal  unit. 
The  terminal  unit  that  has  received  the  fire  determined 
command  is  restored  in  accordance  with  the  fire  restor- 
ing  command.  Also  the  multi-signal-type  fire  detector 
that  has  received  the  level  stop  command  is  restored  in 
accordance  with  the  fire  restoring  command. 
[0086]  Fig.  4  is  a  block  diagram  showing  an  example 
of  the  fire  receiver  RE  and  the  units  connected  to  the 
receiver  RE  in  the  foregoing  embodiment. 
[0087]  The  receiver  RE  comprises  a  microprocessor 
MPU  1  ,  RAM  1  1  to  RAM  1  9,  ROM  1  1  to  ROM  1  3,  inter- 
faces  IF  11  to  IF  14,  a  signal  transmitting/receiving  por- 
tion  TRX  1  ,  an  operation  portion  OP,  a  display  portion 
DP  and  a  unit  control  portion  ERC. 
[0088]  The  ROM  11  is  a  region  for  storing  a  program 
relating  to  a  flow  chart  shown  in  Figs.  10  to  17  and  so 
forth.  The  microprocessor  MPU  1  and  the  ROM  11  are 
examples  of  a  normal  system  polling  means  for  perform- 
ing  the  normal  system  polling,  the  normal  point  polling 
for  performing  the  normal  point  polling,  a  selecting 
means  for  performing  the  selecting,  a  system  polling 
means  for  a  transmitter  for  performing  the  system  poll- 
ing  for  a  transmitter,  and  a  point  polling  means  for  a 
transmitter  for  performing  the  point  polling  for  a  trans- 
mitter. 
[0089]  The  ROM  12  is  a  region  for  storing  a  terminal 
unit  map  table  that  stores  the  address  of  each  of  the 
terminal  units,  such  as  the  transmitters  P,  the  fire  detec- 
tors  S  and  the  relays  RP  and  the  type  and  the  like  of  the 
terminal  units  in  the  initial  stage.  The  ROM  1  3  is  a  region 
for  storing  a  linked-control  table  that  linked-control  the 
terminal  units,  such  as  the  smoke  blocking  and  exhaust- 
ing  units  ER,  in  response  to  the  fire  signal  transmitted 
from  the  terminal  unit. 
[0090]  The  RAM  11  is  a  working  region.  The  RAM  13 
is  a  region  for  storing  the  group  number  g  including  the 
transmitter  P  or  the  terminal  unit  except  the  transmitter 
P  that  has  transmitted  the  response  signal  in  accord- 
ance  with  the  pulse  receipt  timing  in  the  system  polling 
for  a  transmitter  or  the  normal  system  polling.  The  RAM 
1  4  is  a  region  for  storing  the  number  m,  in  the  group,  of 
the  transmitter  P  or  the  terminal  unit  except  the  trans- 
mitter  P  that  has  transmitted  the  response  signal  in  ac- 

cordance  with  the  timing  at  which  the  pulse  has  been 
received  in  the  point  polling  for  a  transmitter  or  the  nor- 
mal  point  polling. 
[0091]  The  RAM  15  is  a  storage  region  for  storing  the 

5  contents  to  be  controlled  at  the  system  polling  for  a 
transmitter  or  the  normal  system  polling.  The  RAM  16 
is  a  region  for  storing  the  terminal  unit  number  and  the 
contents  to  be  controlled  (for  example,  a  test  command, 
the  fire  determined  command  and  the  level  stop  com- 

10  mand)  at  the  time  of  performing  the  selecting.  The  RAM 
17  is  a  storage  region  for  storing  status  information  col- 
lected  from  each  terminal  unit.  The  RAM  18  is  a  region 
for  storing  the  type  (the  ID)  of  the  connected  terminal 
units.  That  is,  the  numbers  and  the  types  of  the  terminal 

is  units  stored  in  the  ROM  12  are  loaded  at  the  initializa- 
tion.  Then,  the  contents  are  changed  in  accordance  with 
the  type  information  collected  by  the  disconnection  su- 
pervisory  selecting.  The  RAM  19  is  a  region  for  storing 
the  address  of  the  terminal  unit  that  has  been  discrimi- 

20  nated  to  be  in  the  disconnected  state  by  the  disconnec- 
tion  supervisory  selecting.  The  RAM  1  2  is  a  memory  re- 
gion  for  a  timer  with  which  a  storage  function  can  be 
possessed,  the  RAM  12  being  enabled  to  be  omitted  in 
a  case  where  storage  function  is  not  required. 

25  [0092]  Fig.  5  is  a  block  diagram  showing  a  photoelec- 
tric  smoke  detector  S  for  use  in  the  foregoing  embodi- 
ment. 
[0093]  The  photoelectric  smoke  detector  S  comprises 
a  microprocessor  MPU  2,  RAM  21  to  RAM  25,  ROM  21 

30  to  ROM  23,  interfaces  IF  21  to  IF  24,  a  signal  transmit- 
ting/receiving  portion  TRX  2,  a  clock  generation  source 
CL,  a  light  emitting  diode  LD  for  detecting  smoke,  a  pho- 
todiode  PD,  a  test  lamp  TL  and  a  light  emitting  diode 
LED  serving  as  an  operation  confirming  lamp. 

35  [0094]  The  ROM  21  is  a  region  for  storing  a  program 
relating  to  a  flow  charts  shown  in  Figs.  8  and  Figs.  1  8  to 
21  .  The  ROM  22  is  a  region  for  storing  the  self  -address 
number  of  the  terminal  unit  and  the  type  ID  of  the  same 
and  the  like.  The  ROM  23  is  a  region  for  storing  each 

40  discrimination  reference  for  discriminating  a  fire  and  a 
breakdown  and  the  like.  Note  that  a  dip  switch  or  the  like 
may  be  used  in  place  of  the  ROM  22. 
[0095]  The  RAM  21  is  a  working  region.  The  RAM  22 
is  a  region  for  storing  the  present  status  information.  The 

45  RAM  23  is  a  region  for  storing  the  status  information 
transmitted  to  the  receiver  RE.  The  RAM  24  is  a  region 
for  storing  a  variety  of  flags.  The  RAM  25  is  a  region  for 
storing  the  group  number  g,  the  number  m  in  the  group, 
and  the  address  n  of  the  terminal  unit  which  are  calcu- 

50  lated  from  the  self-terminal  unit  number  at  the  initializa- 
tion  (S1  )  to  be  described  later  and  which  are  required  to 
perform  the  transmission.  The  signal  transmitting/re- 
ceiving  portion  TRX  2  is  a  portion  similar  to  the  signal 
transmitting/receiving  portion  TRX  1. 

55  [0096]  Fig.  6  is  a  block  diagram  showing  the  transmit- 
ter  P  for  use  in  the  foregoing  embodiment. 
[0097]  The  transmitter  P  comprises  a  microprocessor 
MPU  3,  RAM  31  to  RAM  35,  a  ROM  31  ,  a  ROM  32,  in- 
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terfaces  IF  32  to  IF  34,  a  signal  transmitting/receiving 
portion  TRX  3,  a  push-button-type  switch  SW  to  be  de- 
pressed  at  a  fire,  and  a  light  emitting  diode  LED  serving 
as  a  response  lamp. 
[0098]  The  ROM  31  is  a  region  for  storing  a  program 
relating  to  a  flow  chart  shown  in  Figs.  9  and  22  to  25. 
The  ROM  32  is  a  region  for  storing  the  self  -address,  the 
type  and  the  like  of  the  transmitter  P.  A  dip  switch  or  the 
like  may  be  used  in  place  of  the  ROM  32. 
[0099]  The  RAM  31  is  a  working  region.  The  RAM  32 
is  a  region  for  storing  the  present  status  information.  The 
RAM  33  is  a  region  for  storing  the  status  information 
transmitted  to  the  receiver  RE.  The  RAM  34  is  a  region 
for  storing  a  variety  of  flags.  The  RAM  35  is  a  region  for 
storing  the  group  number  g,  the  number  m  in  the  group, 
and  the  address  n  of  the  transmitter  P  which  are  required 
to  perform  the  transmission.  The  signal  transmitting/re- 
ceiving  portion  TRX  3  is  a  portion  similar  to  the  signal 
transmitting/receiving  portion  TRX  1  . 
[0100]  Fig.  7  is  a  flow  chart  showing  the  basic  opera- 
tion  of  the  receiver  RE  in  the  foregoing  embodiment. 
[0101]  A  case  where  the  storage  function  is  not  pro- 
vided  will  now  be  described.  The  initialization  is  per- 
formed  (S1),  and  address  L  for  performing  the  discon- 
nection  discrimination  selecting  is  set  to  zero  (S2).  Prior 
to  the  normal  system  polling,  the  system  polling  for  a 
transmitter  is  performed  (S3).  If  a  response  to  the  sys- 
tem  polling  for  a  transmitter  has  been  made  by  the  trans- 
mitter  (S4),  the  group  that  has  responded  as  described 
above  is  subjected  to  the  point  polling  for  a  transmitter 
(S5).  If  a  response  to  the  point  polling  for  a  transmitter 
has  been  made  by  the  terminal  unit  (S6),  the  transmitter 
that  has  made  the  response  is  subjected  to  the  selecting 
(S7).  If  a  control  is  interrupted,  a  control  interruption 
process  is  performed  (S8  and  S9)  and  the  operation  re- 
turns  to  the  system  polling  for  a  transmitter  (S3). 
[0102]  If  no  response  has  been  made  by  the  transmit- 
ter  P  although  the  system  polling  for  a  transmitter  has 
been  performed  (S4),  it  means  that  any  transmitter  P 
are  not  being  operated  and  thus  the  normal  system  poll- 
ing  is  performed  (S1  1  ).  If  a  response  to  the  normal  sys- 
tem  polling  is  made  by  the  terminal  unit  (S1  2),  the  group 
that  has  made  the  response  is  subjected  to  the  normal 
point  polling  (S1  3).  If  a  response  to  the  normal  point  poll- 
ing  has  been  made  by  the  terminal  unit  (S14),  the  ter- 
minal  unit  that  has  made  the  response  is  subjected  to 
the  selecting  (S15)  and  the  operation  proceeds  to  step 
S8.  If  no  response  has  been  made  to  the  point  polling 
for  a  transmitter  and  the  normal  point  polling  (S6  and 
S14),  a  discrimination  is  made  that  an  erroneous  re- 
sponse  has  been  made  in  the  system  polling  due  to 
noise  or  the  like  and  the  disconnection  discrimination 
selecting  is  performed  (S16).  Thus,  the  operation  pro- 
ceeds  to  step  S8.  If  no  response  has  been  made  to  the 
normal  system  polling  (S12),  also  the  disconnection  dis- 
crimination  selecting  is  performed  (S16). 
[0103]  The  MPU  1,  the  ROM  11,  the  RAM  12  and  the 
RAM  1  7  constitute  a  timer  means  and  an  accumulation 

discrimination  means,  the  timer  means  being  arranged 
to  start  counting  a  predetermined  time  when  the  receiv- 
ing  portion  has  collected  fire  alarms  as  status  informa- 
tion  from  the  transmitter  or  the  fire  detector  and  to  clear 

5  the  counting  performed  for  the  predetermined  time 
when  the  receiving  portion  has  collected  alarm  issue 
restoration  as  status  information  from  the  transmitter  or 
the  fire  detector.  The  accumulation  discrimination 
means  discriminates  that  an  accumulating  operation  in 

10  the  transmitter  or  the  fire  detector  has  been  completed 
and  a  fire  alarm  has  been  issued  when  the  timer  means 
has  completed  counting  for  the  predetermined  time. 
[0104]  In  a  case  where  the  foregoing  accumulating 
function  is  provided,  steps  S8a  to  S8c  are  added  be- 

15  tween  selecting  steps  S7,  S16  and  S15  and  a  control 
interruption  step  8.  If  an  accumulation  flag  is  stored  in 
the  RAM  17  (S8a),  whether  or  not  the  timer  time  has 
passed  is  discriminated  (S8b).  If  the  timer  time  has 
passed  information  of  the  accumulation  completion  is 

20  stored  in  the  RAM  17  (S8c).  Then,  the  operation  pro- 
ceeds  to  step  S8. 
[0105]  Fig.  8  is  a  flow  chart  showing  the  basic  opera- 
tion  of  the  photoelectric  smoke  detector  S  which  is  one 
of  terminal  units  in  the  foregoing  embodiment. 

25  [0106]  Initialization  is  performed  (S20).  If  a  command 
received  from  the  receiver  RE  has  no  appointed  address 
and  the  subject  portion  is  the  command  SPAD  denoting 
the  normal  system  polling  (S21  and  S22),  a  system 
process  is  performed  (S23).  If  a  clock  pulse  has  been 

30  generated  (S24),  a  sensor  process  (that  is,  a  smoke  de- 
tection  operation),  such  as  light  emission  and  light  re- 
ceipt,  is  performed  (S25)  and  the  operation  returns  to 
step  S21  .  If  the  command  received  from  the  receiver  RE 
is  not  the  SPAD  but  it  is  the  command  GAD(g)  denoting 

35  the  point  polling  that  appoints  the  group  to  which  the 
photoelectric  smoke  detector  S  belongs  (S22  and  S26), 
a  point  process  is  performed  (S27).  If  the  signal  supplied 
from  the  receiver  RE  is  not  the  command  GAD(g)  but  it 
is  the  command  SAD(n)  denoting  the  selecting  for  ap- 

40  pointing  the  address  of  the  photoelectric  smoke  detector 
S  (S28),  the  selecting  process  is  performed  (S29). 
[0107]  Fig.  9  is  a  flow  chart  showing  the  basic  opera- 
tion  of  the  transmitter  P. 
[0108]  Initialization  is  performed  (S500).  If  the  com- 

45  mand  received  from  the  receiver  RE  has  no  appointed 
address  and  the  subject  portion  is  the  command  SPAD 
denoting  the  system  polling  (S501  and  S502),  the  sys- 
tem  process  is  performed  (S503).  In  a  state  where  a  sig- 
nal  has  been  generated  from  a  switch  SW  when  the 

so  push  button  is  depressed  (S504),  an  input  process  is 
performed  (S505).  Then,  the  flow  returns  to  step  S501  . 
If  the  command  received  from  the  receiver  RE  is  not  the 
SPAD  but  it  is  the  command  GAD(g)  denoting  the  point 
polling  appointing  the  group  to  which  the  transmitter  P 

55  belongs  (S502  and  S506),  the  point  process  is  per- 
formed  (S507).  If  the  signal  received  from  the  receiver 
RE  is  not  GAD(g)  but  it  is  the  command  SAD(n)  denoting 
the  selecting  for  appointing  the  address  of  the  transmit- 
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ter  P  (S508),  the  selecting  process  is  performed  (S509). 
[0109]  Fig.  10  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  specific  ex- 
ample  of  the  system  polling  for  a  transmitter  (S3)  for  the 
receiver  RE  according  to  the  foregoing  embodiment. 
[0110]  The  receiver  RE  transmits  a  command  SPAD. 
CM1  of  the  system  polling  for  a  transmitter  that  denotes 
the  status  information  return  command  about  the  status 
change  of  the  transmitter  P  (S31  ),  the  variable  g  denot- 
ing  the  group  number  is  set  to  zero  (S32)  to  store  the 
number  of  the  responded  group.  That  is,  when  the  re- 
sponding  timing  for  the  transmitter  P  belonging  to  the 
group  GO  has  come  (S33),  and  when  a  response  pulse 
is  received  from  the  transmitter  P  (S34),  zero  which  is 
the  variable  g  at  this  time  is  stored  in  the  RAM  1  3  (S35). 
Then,  the  variable  g  is  increased  by  one  (S37),  and  the 
operations  S33  to  S37  are  repeated  until  the  variable  g 
reaches  final  value  G  (S36).  Then,  the  flow  returns. 
[0111]  Fig.  11  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  specific  exam- 
ple  of  the  normal  system  polling  (S1  1  )  for  the  fire  receiv- 
er  RE  according  to  the  foregoing  embodiment. 
[0112]  The  receiver  RE  transmits  a  command  SPAD. 
CM2  of  normal  system  polling  that  denotes  the  status 
information  return  command  about  the  status  change  of 
the  terminal  unit  (S41  ),  and  the  variable  g  denoting  the 
group  number  is  set  to  zero  (S42)  to  store  the  number 
of  the  group  that  has  made  the  response.  That  is,  when 
the  responding  timing  for  the  terminal  unit  belonging  to 
the  group  GO  has  come  (S43)  and  when  a  response 
pulse  from  the  terminal  unit  has  been  received  (S44), 
zero  which  is  the  variable  g  at  this  time  is  stored  in  the 
RAM  1  3  (S45).  Then,  the  variable  g  is  increased  by  one 
(S47),  and  the  foregoing  operations  S33  to  S37  are  re- 
peated  until  the  variable  g  reaches  the  final  value  G 
(S46).  Then,  the  flow  returns. 
[0113]  Fig.  12  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  specific  ex- 
ample  of  the  point  polling  for  a  transmitter  (S5)  for  the 
receiver  RE  according  to  the  foregoing  embodiment. 
[0114]  The  receiver  RE  transmits  the  command  GAD 
(g)-CM1  of  the  point  polling  for  a  transmitter  that  denotes 
the  status  information  return  command  to  be  issued  to 
the  transmitter  P  in  the  group  (stored  in  the  RAM  1  3)  to 
which  the  transmitter  P  that  has  responded  to  the  sys- 
tem  polling  for  a  transmitter  (S51  )  to  set  variable  m  de- 
noting  the  number  of  the  transmitter  P  which  is  the  trans- 
mitter  P  in  the  group  (S52).  The  number  m  of  the  trans- 
mitter  P  in  the  group  that  has  made  the  response  is  con- 
verted  into  address  n  of  the  transmitter  P  and  the  ad- 
dress  n  is  stored.  That  is,  when  the  response  timing  for 
the  m-th  transmitter  P  has  come  and  when  a  response 
pulse  from  the  transmitter  P  has  been  received  (S53  and 
S54),  a  value  obtained  by  adding  the  variable  m  at  this 
time  to  the  leading  address  of  the  group  is,  as  the  ad- 
dress  n  of  the  transmitter  P  that  has  made  the  response, 
stored  in  the  RAM  1  3  (S55).  The  variable  m  is  increased 
by  one  (S57),  and  the  foregoing  operations  S53  to  S57 
are  repeated  until  the  variable  m  reaches  final  value  M 
(S56).  When  the  point  polling  for  a  transmitter  for  all 
groups  g  (the  numbers  of  the  groups  g  are  stored  in  the 

RAM  13)  that  have  responded  to  the  system  polling  for 
a  transmitter  has  been  completed  (S58  and  S59),  the 
flow  returns. 
[0115]  Fig.  13  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  specific  ex- 

5  ample  of  the  normal  point  polling  (S13)  for  the  fire  re- 
ceiver  RE  according  to  the  foregoing  embodiment. 
[0116]  The  receiver  RE  transmits  a  command  GAD 
(g).CM2  of  the  normal  point  polling  that  denotes  the  sta- 
tus  information  return  command  to  be  issued  to  the  ter- 

10  minal  unit  in  the  group  to  which  the  transmitter  P  that 
has  responded  to  the  normal  system  polling  (S11)  be- 
longs  (S61  ).  The  variable  m  denoting  the  number  of  the 
terminal  unit  in  the  group  is  set  to  zero  (S62)  and  the 
number  m  of  the  terminal  unit  in  the  group  that  has  made 

is  the  response  is  converted  into  address  n  and  is  stored. 
When  the  response  timing  for  the  m-th  terminal  unit  has 
come  and  a  response  pulse  from  the  terminal  unit  has 
been  received  (S63  and  S64),  a  value  obtained  by  add- 
ing  the  variable  m  at  this  time  to  the  leading  address  of 

20  the  group  is,  as  the  address  n  of  the  terminal  unit  to  be 
selected,  stored  in  the  RAM  14,  and  the  variable  m  is 
increased  by  one  (S65  and  S67).  Then,  the  operations 
S63  to  S67  are  repeated  until  the  variable  m  reaches 
final  value  M  (S69),  and  the  flow  returns. 

25  [0117]  Fig.  14  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  specific  ex- 
ample  of  the  selecting  (S7  and  S15)  for  the  fire  receiver 
RE  according  to  the  foregoing  embodiment. 
[0118]  The  receiver  RE  makes  a  response  by  the 
point  polling  for  a  transmitter  (S5)  or  the  normal  point 

30  polling  (S1  3),  appoints  the  address  n  read  from  the  lead- 
ing  portion  of  the  address  of  the  transmitter  P  or  the  ad- 
dresses  of  the  terminal  units  except  the  transmitter  P 
stored  in  the  RAM  14  and  transmits  a  selecting  com- 
mand  SAD(n)-CM0  denoting  the  status  information  re- 

35  turn  command  (S71  ).  When  a  receipt  from  the  terminal 
unit  having  the  appointed  (that  is,  called  by  the  select- 
ing)  address  n  has  been  made  and  if  it  is  fire  information 
(a  signal  relating  to  change  in  the  physical  quantity  of  a 
fire  phenomenon,  for  example,  a  level-2  signal  or  a  sig- 

40  nal  relating  to  a  fire  operation,  such  as  an  operation  sig- 
nal  of  the  transmitter  P)  (S72  and  S74),  type  ID  of  the 
terminal  unit  having  the  address  n  is  read  from  the  RAM 
18  (S75). 
[0119]  If  the  fire  information  has  reached  the  fire  dis- 

45  crimination  level  for  the  ID  (in  a  case  where  the  ID  is  a 
detector  of  the  level  2  a  signal  of  a  fire  level  2  has  been 
transmitted)  and  if  no  accumulation  is  required  (S76  and 
S77),  a  discrimination  of  fire  occurrence  can  be  made 
assuredly.  Therefore,  fire  of  the  terminal  unit  having  the 

so  address  n  is  determined.  A  command  SAD(n)-CM4  de- 
noting  the  fire  determined  command  for  inhibiting  the 
terminal  unit  having  the  address  n  to  respond  to  the  sys- 
tem  polling  and  the  point  polling  is  set  into  the  RAM  16 
(S78),  a  terminal  unit  to  be  controlled  (the  terminal  units 

55  to  be  controlled  and  linked  are  previously  set  for  each 
terminal  unit,  in  a  case  of  a  multi-signal-type  fire  detector 
setting  is  previously  made  for  each  level  of  the  level  sig- 
nal)  in  response  to  the  fire  signal  for  the  address  n  is 
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read  from  the  linkage  table  in  the  ROM  1  3  to  transmit  it 
to  the  unit  control  portion  ERC  (S79). 
[0120]  Then,  the  status  of  the  terminal  unit  having  the 
address  n  is  stored  in  the  RAM  17  and  the  foregoing 
status  is  displayed  on  the  display  portion  DP  (that  is,  the  s 
fire  block  or  the  address  n  is  displayed).  Furthermore,  a 
main  sound  apparatus  (not  shown)  is  actuated  (S80), 
and  the  leading  n  is  deleted  from  the  RAM  1  4  (S81  ). 
[0121]  In  a  case  where  the  fire  information  received 
from  the  fire  detector  S  has  not  reached  the  operation  10 
level  set  in  the  fire  receiver  RE  (S76),  whatsoever  the 
received  fire  information  is,  a  previous  alarm  level  is  dis- 
criminated  (S86).  If  the  received  fire  information  is  the 
previous  alarm  level,  that  is,  if  the  fire  discrimination  lev- 
el  for  the  receiver  RE  is  set  to  the  level  2  in  a  case  where  15 
the  operation  level  for  the  fire  detector  SE  is  level  1, 
there  is  a  possibility  that  a  fire  takes  place.  Therefore,  a 
previous  alarm  operation  is  performed  (for  example,  a 
lamp  indicating  a  previous  alarm  is  turned  on,  a  chime 
sound  is  rung  or  the  main  sound  is  intermittently  rung)  20 
(S87).  The  status  of  the  terminal  unit  having  the  address 
n  is  stored  in  the  RAM  17,  and  the  status  is  display  on 
the  display  portion  DP  (that  is,  the  block  or  the  address 
n  that  has  issued  the  previous  alarm  is  displayed).  Then, 
the  leading  n  is  deleted  from  the  RAM  24  (S81  ).  25 
[0122]  As  a  result,  the  previous  alarm  can  be  issued 
prior  to  issuing  the  normal  fire  alarm  in  the  polling  se- 
lecting  method. 
[0123]  If  the  operation  level  for  the  fire  detector  S  is 
level  2  in  a  case  where  the  fire  level  set  to  the  receiver  30 
RE  is  level  3,  the  previous  alarm  operation  is  performed 
(S87). 
[0124]  Fig.  14A  shows  the  types  of  alarms  to  be  is- 
sued  in  accordance  with  the  level  at  which  the  fire  de- 
tector  S  has  been  operated  and  the  fire  discrimination  35 
level  set  for  the  fire  receiver  RE.  That  is,  Fig.  14A  shows 
the  operation  level  for  the  fire  detector  S  to  cause  the 
fire  receiver  RE  to  issue  the  fire  alarm  and  the  operation 
level  for  the  fire  detector  S  to  cause  the  fire  receiver  RE 
to  issue  the  previous  alarm.  40 
[0125]  In  a  case  where  fire  information  received  from 
the  fire  detector  S  does  not  reach  the  set  fire  discrimi- 
nation  level  (S76)  and  as  well  as  the  received  fire  infor- 
mation  does  not  reach  the  previous  alarm  level  (S86), 
the  received  level  is  not  a  required  level.  Thus,  a  level  45 
stop  command  SAD(n)-CM5  for  stopping  ON-OFF  re- 
sponse  at  the  non-required  level  (the  command  denot- 
ing  the  level  stop  command  is  canceled  at  the  restora- 
tion  to  be  performed  after  the  fire  has  been  extin- 
guished)  is  set  into  the  RAM  16  (S84),  and  the  operation  so 
proceeds  to  step  S80.  If  accumulation  is  required  (S77), 
accumulation  start  is  stored  in  the  RAM  17  (S85),  and 
the  operation  proceeds  to  step  S80.  If  the  address  n  is 
left  in  the  RAM  14,  the  operations  S71  to  S81  are  re- 
peated  until  the  left  address  n  has  been  processed  55 
(S82). 
[0126]  Although  the  foregoing  embodiment  is  adapt- 
ed  to  a  case  where  the  fire  detector  S  is  a  multi-stage- 

type  fire  detector  S  and  the  fire  receiver  RE  has  fire  dis- 
crimination  levels  2  and  3,  the  foregoing  embodiment 
may  be  applied  to  a  case  where  the  fire  receiver  RE  has 
fire  discrimination  levels  except  the  levels  2  and  3.  That 
is,  it  is  necessary  that  the  fire  receiver  RE  issues  the 
previous  alarm  if  the  fire  detector  S  has  detected  level 
n-1  in  a  case  where  the  fire  receiver  RE  has  n  (n  is  an 
integer  larger  than  2)  fire  discrimination  levels. 
[0127]  In  a  case  where  fire  information  received  from 
a  fire  detector  S  having  no  accumulation  function  is  a 
fire  alarm  reaching  the  operation  level  and  as  well  as 
accumulation  is  required  (S77),  an  accumulation  flag 
denoting  that  the  fire  detector  S  has  started  the  accu- 
mulation  is,  together  with  the  address  n  of  the  fire  de- 
tector  S,  stored  in  the  RAM  17.  Furthermore,  the  timer 
of  the  RAM  1  2  is  started  (S85).  That  is,  the  fire  receiver 
RE  performs  the  accumulation  operation  in  place  of  the 
self-accumulation  to  be  performed  by  the  fire  detector 
having  an  accumulation  function.  When  the  accumula- 
tion  is  started,  the  foregoing  accumulation  flag  is  stored 
in  the  RAM  17  and  the  RAM  12  of  the  fire  receiver  RE 
starts  counting  of  a  predetermined  accumulation  time 
simultaneously  with  the  start  of  the  storage. 
[0128]  In  this  case,  the  fire  detector  S  is  not  required 
to  response  to  the  fire  receiver  RE  if  the  status  is  not 
changed  (if  the  fire  phenomenon  higher  than  the  oper- 
ation  level  is  continuously  detected)  after  the  fire  detec- 
tor  S  has  transmitted  the  fire  information  to  the  fire  re- 
ceiver  RE.  The  fire  detector  S  is  required  to  respond  to 
the  fire  receiver  RE  only  when  the  status  has  been 
changed  (only  when  a  fact  that  the  fire  phenomenon  has 
been  made  to  be  lower  than  the  operation  level).  That 
is,  the  fact  that  the  status  of  the  fire  detector  S  is  not 
changed  means  that  the  fire  detector  S  continuously  de- 
tects  the  fire  alarm  phenomenon  higher  than  the  oper- 
ation  level.  The  fire  receiver  RE  continues  the  accumu- 
lation.  If  the  status  is  changed  then,  it  means  that  the 
fire  phenomenon  detected  by  the  fire  detector  SE  has 
been  made  to  be  lower  than  the  operation  level  and  thus 
the  alarm  issue  and  restoration  has  been  made.  In  the 
case  of  the  alarm  issue  and  restoration,  the  fire  receiver 
RE  stops  the  accumulation.  Therefore,  a  state  as  if  the 
fire  detector  S  performs  the  accumulating  operation  is 
realized.  Furthermore,  the  fire  alarm  system  is  brought 
to  a  state  where  the  fire  detector  S  performs  the  accu- 
mulating  operation  if  the  fire  detector  S  has  not  the  ac- 
cumulating  function. 
[0129]  The  foregoing  embodiment  enables  the  fire 
alarm  system  to  perform  the  accumulating  operation 
even  if  a  fire  detector  has  not  the  accumulating  function. 
Therefore,  even  if  the  accumulation  at  the  time  of  de- 
tecting  a  fire  is  performed,  the  number  of  parts  of  the  fire 
detector  can  be  decreased  and  the  memory  capacity  of 
the  fire  detector  can  be  reduced. 
[0130]  In  the  foregoing  embodiment  the  timer  period 
is  checked  in  step  S8b  shown  in  Fig.  7  in  order  to  ex- 
amine  whether  or  not  the  accumulating  time  has 
passed.  Whenever  one  cycle  composed  of  the  system 
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polling  (S11),  the  point  polling  (S13)  and  the  selecting 
(515)  is  completed,  checking  of  the  timer  time  is  per- 
formed.  In  a  case  where  a  multiplicity  of  terminal  units 
must  respond  in  a  sequence  of  the  foregoing  operations, 
a  long  time  sometimes  is  taken  to  perform  the  selecting 
(S5  and  S15).  In  this  case,  the  timing  of  the  checking  of 
the  timer  time  sometimes  takes  a  long  time.  Accordingly, 
an  MPU  is  disposed  individually  from  the  MPU  1  to 
check  the  timer  time.  Thus,  the  delay  in  timing  for  check- 
ing  the  timer  time  can  be  prevented.  By  performing  the 
checking  of  the  timer  time  whenever  the  status  informa- 
tion  of  one  or  more  terminal  units  is  returned  in  the  se- 
lecting  operation,  the  delay  in  timing  for  checking  the 
timer  time  can  be  prevented  without  disposing  the  indi- 
vidual  MPU. 
[0131]  Although  the  foregoing  embodiment  is  ar- 
ranged  to  cause  the  fire  receiver  RE  counts  the  accu- 
mulation  time,  another  receiving  portion,  such  as  a  relay, 
may  count  the  accumulation  time  in  place  of  the  fire  re- 
ceiver  RE. 
[0132]  Fig.  15  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  specific  ex- 
ample  of  the  disconnection  discrimination  selecting 
(51  6)  to  be  performed  by  the  fire  receiver  RE  according 
to  the  foregoing  embodiment. 
[0133]  The  receiver  RE  reads,  from  the  RAM  19,  the 
address  L  (which  is  the  same  as  the  address  n  but  which 
is  individually  provided  because  it  must  be  stored  indi- 
vidually)  of  a  terminal  unit  to  be  subjected  to  a  discon- 
nection  discrimination.  Then,  the  receiver  RE  transmits 
a  disconnection  discrimination  selecting  command  SAD 
(L).CM3  for  requiring  type  information  for  discriminating 
disconnection  (S91).  When  the  receiver  RE  receives  a 
signal  from  a  terminal  unit  (S92),  the  receiver  RE  reeds 
the  type  I  D  of  the  terminal  unit  having  the  address  L  from 
the  RAM  1  8  (S93).  If  the  type  received  from  the  terminal 
unit  having  the  address  L  does  not  coincide  with  the  type 
read  from  the  RAM  1  8  (S94),  the  type  received  from  the 
terminal  unit  having  the  address  L  is  stored  in  the  RAM 
1  8  and  the  change  in  the  type  of  the  terminal  unit  having 
the  address  L  is  displayed  on  the  display  portion  DP 
(S95). 
[0134]  The  address  L  of  the  terminal  unit  is  increased 
by  one  (S96).  When  the  address  L  reaches  the  final  ad- 
dress,  the  address  L  is  returned  to  zero  (S98).  If  no  sig- 
nal  is  received  from  the  terminal  unit  in  a  predetermined 
time  (S99),  a  discrimination  is  made  that  the  terminal 
unit  having  the  address  L  is  connected  abnormally  and 
this  fact  is  stored  in  the  RAM  17.  Furthermore,  a  signal 
denoting  that  the  terminal  unit  having  the  address  L  is 
connected  abnormally  (that  is,  a  signal  denoting  a  dis- 
connection  state)  is  transmitted  to  the  display  portion 
DP  (S99a). 
[0135]  Fig.  16  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  control  inter- 
ruption  process  (S9)  to  be  performed  by  the  fire  receiver 
RE  according  to  the  foregoing  embodiment. 
[0136]  If  a  command  common  to  all  terminal  units  (for 
example,  a  restoration  command)  has  been  stored  in 
the  RAM  15  (S100),  the  common  command  is  read,  the 

command  is  transmitted  by  the  normal  system  polling 
(S101),  and  the  transmitted  command  is  deleted  from 
the  RAM  1  5  (S1  02).  If  another  common  command  to  all 
terminal  units  is  left  in  the  RAM  1  5,  reading,  transmitting 

5  and  deleting  of  the  command  are  repeated  (S103). 
Then,  commands,  such  as  the  fire  determined  com- 
mand  and  the  level  stop  command,  to  be  transmitted  to 
the  terminal  unit  appointed  with  the  address  are  read 
from  the  RAM  1  6.  The  commands  are  transmitted  by  the 

10  selecting  operation  (S104),  and  the  transmitted  com- 
mands  are  deleted  from  the  RAM  16  (S105).  If  another 
command  for  appointing  the  terminal  unit  is  left  in  the 
RAM  16,  reading,  transmitting  and  deleting  the  com- 
mand  are  repeated  (S106). 

is  [0137]  Fig.  17  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  specific  ex- 
ample  of  the  control  interruption  to  be  performed  by  the 
fire  receiver  RE  according  to  the  foregoing  embodiment 
and  which  is  generated  arbitrarily. 
[01  38]  The  control  interruption  to  be  performed  by  the 

20  fire  receiver  RE  is  an  operation  for  processing  input  in- 
formation  from  the  operation  portion  OP.  The  control  in- 
terruption  is  also  generated  in  a  case  where  the  accu- 
mulation  of  the  fire  detector  has  been  completed  by  the 
internal  process.  In  a  case  where  the  accumulation  of 

25  the  fire  detector  has  been  completed  (S1  11),  fire  deter- 
mined  command  SAD(n)-CM4  to  be  issued  to  the  termi- 
nal  unit  having  the  address  n  determined  to  be  fire  due 
to  the  completion  of  the  accumulation  is  set  to  RAM  1  6. 
Information  of  the  terminal  unit  to  be  controlled  that  must 

30  be  link-controlled  to  correspond  to  the  terminal  unit  hav- 
ing  the  address  n  is  read  from  the  linkage  table  in  the 
ROM  1  3,  and  an  operation  command  signal  is  transmit- 
ted  to  the  unit  control  portion  ERC  (S115).  The  status  of 
the  terminal  unit  having  the  address  n  is  stored  in  the 

35  RAM  1  7  and  the  fire  block  or  the  address  n  is  displayed 
on  the  display  portion  DP  (S116).  Then,  the  operation  is 
returned. 
[0139]  If  the  accumulation  has  not  been  completed 
(S111),  input  information  from  the  operation  portion  OP 

40  is  read  (S112)  because  the  interruption  was  made  by 
the  input  from  the  operation  portion  OP.  If  a  fire  restora- 
tion  input  in  a  case  where  the  system  is  restored  from 
the  fire  alarm  state  to  the  supervised  state  is  made 
(S113),  all  status  information  in  the  RAM  17  is  cleared 

45  to  restore  the  supervised  state,  the  command 
SPAD-CM6  denoting  the  fire  restoration  command  is  set 
to  RAM  15,  the  fire  display  made  on  the  display  portion 
DP  is  deleted,  and  a  restoration  signal  is  transmitted  to 
the  unit  control  portion  ERC  (S114).  Then,  the  operation 

so  is  returned. 
[0140]  If  the  input  information  from  the  operation  por- 
tion  OP  is  an  accumulation  restoration  input  for  sus- 
pending  the  accumulation  of  the  terminal  unit  (the  fire 
detector)  brought  into  the  accumulated  state  (S117),  all 

55  terminal  units  that  are  being  accumulated  in  the  RAM 
17  are  changed  to  the  supervised  state  and  the  com- 
mand  SPAD-CM7  denoting  the  accumulation  restora- 
tion  command  is  set  into  the  RAM  15  (S118).  Then,  the 
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operation  is  returned. 
[0141]  If  the  input  information  from  the  operation  por- 
tion  OP  is  a  local  sound  stop  input  for  stopping  the  local 
sound  (S119),  a  local  sound  stop  signal  is  transmitted 
to  the  unit  control  portion  ERC  (S120),  and  the  operation 
is  returned.  If  the  input  information  from  the  operation 
portion  OP  is  a  remote  test  input  for  starting  a  test  of  the 
terminal  unit,  such  as  the  fire  detector  (S1  21  ),  command 
SAD(n)-CM8  denoting  a  remote  test  command  to  be  is- 
sued  to  the  terminal  unit  having  the  address  n  is  set  to 
the  RAM  16  (S122),  and  the  operation  is  returned.  If  the 
input  information  from  the  operation  portion  OP  is  an  au- 
tomatic  test  input  for  automatically  testing  the  terminal 
unit  (S123),  all  terminal  units  are  automatically  subject- 
ed  to  a  remote  test  process,  and  the  test  result  is  dis- 
played  on  the  display  portion  DP  (S124).  Then,  the  op- 
eration  is  returned.  If  the  input  information  from  the  op- 
eration  portion  OP  is  another  input,  a  process  corre- 
sponding  to  the  input  from  the  operation  portion  OP  is 
performed  (S125). 
[0142]  Fig.  18  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  specific  ex- 
ample  of  a  system  process  (S23  shown  in  Fig.  8)  to  be 
performed  by  the  photoelectric  smoke  detector  S  ac- 
cording  to  the  foregoing  embodiment. 
[0143]  If  the  command  received  from  the  receiver  RE 
is  a  command  SPAD  denoting  the  system  polling  (S22) 
and  it  is  the  status  information  return  command  CM2 
that  requires  status  change  information  (S131),  the 
present  status  information  is  read  from  the  RAM  22  and 
status  information  that  has  been  transmitted  is  read  from 
the  RAM  23  (S132).  If  the  two  status  information  items 
do  not  coincide  with  each  other,  it  means  that  the  status 
of  the  photoelectric  smoke  detector  S  has  been 
changed.  At  this  time,  a  reference  to  the  RAM  24  is 
made  (S1  33  and  S1  34).  If  response  stop  flags,  such  as 
a  level  stop  flag  and  the  fire  determined  flag,  are  not 
present  in  the  system  polling  and  the  point  polling 
(S1  35),  the  number  g  of  the  group  to  which  the  photoe- 
lectric  smoke  detector  S  belongs  is  read  from  the  RAM 
25  (S1  36)  and  slot  number  s  denoting  the  response  tim- 
ing  to  the  system  p  is  set  to  zero  (S1  37). 
[0144]  The  moment  the  slot  number  s  and  the  group 
number  g  coincide  with  each  other  (S1  38)  the  response 
timing  has  come.  At  this  time,  a  response  pulse  is  trans- 
mitted  (S139)  and  a  response  to  the  receiver  RE  is 
made.  If  the  slot  number  s  and  the  group  number  g  do 
not  coincide  with  each  other  (S138),  the  slot  number  is 
increased  by  one  when  the  transmission  timing  of  the 
number  s  has  passed  (S140  and  S  141)  to  collate  the 
slot  number  s  and  the  group  number  g  (S1  38). 
[0145]  If  the  command  received  from  the  receiver  RE 
is  not  the  status  information  return  command  CM2 
(S131)  but  it  is  fire  restoration  command  CM6  (S142), 
the  present  status  information,  the  status  information 
that  has  been  transmitted  and  the  various  flags  are  de- 
leted.  If  the  command  is  another  command,  a  process 
corresponding  to  the  other  command  is  performed 
(S144). 

[0146]  Fig.  19  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  specific  ex- 
ample  of  the  point  process  (S27)  to  be  performed  by  the 
photoelectric  smoke  detector  S  according  to  the  forego- 
ing  embodiment. 

5  [0147]  If  the  command  received  from  the  receiver  RE 
is  code  GAD(g)  of  the  point  polling  appointing  the  group 
g  to  which  the  photoelectric  smoke  detector  S  belongs 
(S26)  and  as  well  as  it  is  the  status  information  return 
command  CM2  that  requires  the  status  change  informa- 

10  tion  (S151),  the  present  status  information  is  read  from 
the  RAM  22  and  the  status  information  that  has  been 
transmitted  is  read  from  the  RAM  23  (S152).  If  the  two 
status  information  items  do  not  coincide  with  each  other, 
it  means  that  the  status  of  the  photoelectric  smoke  de- 

15  tector  S  has  been  changed.  At  this  time,  a  reference  to 
the  RAM  24  is  made  (S153  and  S154).  If  the  response 
stop  flag  is  not  stored  (S1  55),  a  state  that  the  status  in- 
formation  in  the  RAM  22  can  be  transmitted  to  the  re- 
ceiver  RE  is  realized.  Therefore,  the  number  m  of  the 

20  photoelectric  smoke  detector  S  in  the  group  is  read  from 
the  RAM  25  (S1  56)  and  the  slot  number  s  is  set  to  zero 
(5157)  . 
[0148]  When  the  slot  number  s  and  the  number  m  in 
the  group  coincide  with  each  other  (S158),  a  response 

25  pulse  is  transmitted  to  the  receiver  RE  (S159)  to  re- 
spond  to  the  receiver  RE.  If  the  slot  number  s  and  the 
number  m  in  the  group  do  not  coincide  with  each  other 
(5158)  ,  the  slot  number  s  is  increased  by  one  when  the 
transmission  timing  of  the  slot  number  s  has  passed 

30  (S160  and  S161).  The  slot  number  s  and  the  number  m 
in  the  group  are  collated  (S158).  If  the  command  re- 
ceived  from  the  receiver  RE  is  not  CM2  (S151)  but  it  is 
another  command,  a  process  corresponding  to  the  com- 
mand  is  performed  (S162). 

35  [0149]  Fig.  20  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  specific  ex- 
ample  of  the  selecting  process  (S29)  to  be  performed 
by  the  photoelectric  smoke  detector  S  according  to  the 
foregoing  embodiment. 
[01  50]  If  the  command  received  from  the  receiver  RE 

40  is  a  command  SAD(n)  appointing  the  address  n  of  the 
fire  detector  S  (S28  shown  in  Fig.  8)  and  as  well  as  it  is 
a  status  information  return  command  CM0  in  the  select- 
ing  (S171),  the  address  n  of  the  terminal  unit  is  read 
from  the  RAM  25,  and  data  DA  (for  example,  a  level  2 

45  signal)  denoting  the  present  status  information  is  read 
from  the  RAM  22.  Furthermore,  code  SAD(n)-DA  denot- 
ing  the  status  change  of  the  photoelectric  smoke  detec- 
tor  S  is  transmitted  from  the  signal  transmitting/receiving 
portion  TRX  2  (S172),  and  data  DA  that  has  beentrans- 

50  mitted  to  the  RAM  23  is  stored  (S1  73).  If  the  command 
received  from  the  receiver  RE  is  not  the  status  informa- 
tion  return  command  CM0  but  it  is  the  command  CM3 
(that  is  the  disconnection  discrimination  selecting)  that 
requires  the  type  information  (S171  and  S174),  the  ad- 

55  dress  n  of  the  terminal  unit  is  read  from  the  RAM  25,  the 
type  information  ID  of  the  detector  S  is  read  from  the 
ROM  22,  and  code  SAD(n)-ID  denoting  the  type  infor- 
mation  is  transmitted  from  the  signal  transmitting/receiv- 
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ing  portion  TRX  2  (S175). 
[0151]  If  the  command  received  from  the  receiver  RE 
is  the  fire  determined  command  CM4  (S1  76),  a  turning- 
on  signal  is  transmitted  to  the  operation  confirmation 
lamp  LED  to  turn  on  the  LED  (S1  77).  Furthermore,  a  fire 
determined  flag  for  stopping  the  responses  to  the  receiv- 
er  RE  in  the  system  polling  and  the  point  polling  in  ac- 
cordance  with  the  ensuing  status  information  is  stored 
in  the  RAM  24  (S178).  If  the  command  received  from 
the  receiver  RE  is  the  command  CM5  denoting  the  level 
stop  command  (S179),  data  DA  (for  example,  a  level  1 
signal)  of  the  status  to  be  stopped  is  read  from  the  RAM 
23,  and  a  level  stop  flag  for  stopping  response  to  the 
receiver  RE  in  the  system  polling  and  the  point  polling 
in  only  the  foregoing  state  is  stored  in  the  RAM  24 
(S180). 
[0152]  If  the  command  received  from  the  receiver  RE 
is  the  command  CM8  denoting  the  remote  test  com- 
mand  (S1  81  ),  a  test  flag  is  stored  in  the  RAM  23  (S1  82), 
and  the  test  process  is  performed  (S183).  If  the  com- 
mand  is  another  command,  a  process  corresponding  to 
the  command  is  performed  (S184). 
[0153]  Fig.  21  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  specific  ex- 
ample  of  a  sensor  process  (S25)  to  be  performed  by  the 
photoelectric  smoke  detector  S  according  to  the  forego- 
ing  embodiment. 
[01  54]  The  present  status  information  is  read  from  the 
RAM  22.  If  the  state  is  not  the  breakdown  state  (S191 
and  S1  92)  and  as  well  as  a  constant  value  flag  denoting 
that  a  constant  value  supervisory  process  is  performed 
is  not  stored  in  the  RAM  24  (S1  93  and  S1  94),  a  fire  dis- 
crimination  process  is  performed.  The  fire  discrimination 
process  is  performed  in  such  a  manner  that  a  turning  on 
signal  is  transmitted  to  the  light  emitting  diode  LD 
(S1  95),  the  sensor  level  is  read  from  the  interface  IF  23 
to  make  it  as  SLV  (S196),  the  fire  discrimination  refer- 
ence  stored  in  the  ROM  23  is  read  and  SLV  is  subjected 
to  a  comparison  with  the  fire  discrimination  reference 
(S1  97).  In  a  case  where  the  photoelectric  smoke  detec- 
tor  S  is  a  multi-signal  type  detector,  it  has  a  plurality  of 
fire  levels  from  level  1  to  level  3  as  the  fire  discrimination 
reference. 
[0155]  The  photoelectric  smoke  detector  S  discrimi- 
nates  that  the  state  is  fire  state  level  1  ,  level  2  or  level 
3.  If  the  state  detected  by  the  photoelectric  smoke  de- 
tector  S  has  been  changed  (S198),  data  DA  (for  exam- 
ple,  the  level  1  signal)  denoting  the  present  state  is 
stored  in  the  RAM  22  (S199).  Then,  a  constant  value 
flag  for  causing  the  constant  value  supervisory  process 
to  be  performed  is  stored  in  the  RAM  24  (S200). 
[0156]  In  a  case  where  the  constant  value  flag  is 
stored  in  the  RAM  24  (S194),  the  fire  discrimination 
process  is  not  performed  but  a  constant  value  (which  is 
the  quantity  of  noise  light  in  a  normal  state  and  which  is 
the  noise  light  quantity  that  is  changed  due  to  contami- 
nation  and  deterioration)  for  confirming  the  function  of 
the  photoelectric  smoke  detector  S  is  detected  to  per- 
form  the  constant  value  supervisory  process  for  confirm- 

ing  whether  or  not  the  constant  value  is  included  in  a 
predetermined  range  (S201  ).  If  the  value  is  not  included 
in  the  range,  a  discrimination  is  made  that  the  state  is 
abnormal.  If  an  abnormal  state  has  been  confirmed 

5  (S202),  breakdown  data  is  stored  in  the  RAM  22  (S203) 
and  the  constant  value  flag  stored  in  the  RAM  24  is  de- 
leted  (S204). 
[0157]  Fig.  22  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  specific  ex- 
ample  of  the  system  process  (S503)  to  be  performed  by 

10  the  transmitter  P  according  to  the  foregoing  embodi- 
ment. 
[01  58]  If  the  command  received  from  the  receiver  RE 
is  the  system  polling  command  SPAD  (S502  shown  in 
Fig.  9)  and  as  well  as  it  is  the  status  information  return 

is  command  CM1  that  requires  only  the  transmitter  P  to 
supply  the  status  change  information  (S531),  the 
present  status  information  is  read  from  the  RAM  32,  and 
the  status  information  that  has  been  transmitted  is  read 
from  the  RAM  33  (S532).  If  the  two  status  information 

20  items  do  not  coincide  with  each  other,  it  means  that  the 
state  of  the  transmitter  P  has  been  changed.  Thus,  a 
reference  to  the  RAM  34  is  made  (S533  and  S534).  If 
response  stop  flags,  such  as  the  fire  determined  flag, 
for  the  system  polling  and  the  point  polling  is  not  stored 

25  (S535),  the  number  g  of  the  group  to  which  the  trans- 
mitter  P  belongs  is  read  from  the  RAM  35  (S536).  Fur- 
thermore,  slot  number  s  denoting  the  response  timing 
to  the  system  polling  is  set  to  zero  (S537). 
[0159]  If  the  slot  number  s  and  the  group  number  g 

30  coincide  with  each  other  (S538),  a  response  pulse  is 
transmitted  (S539)  to  respond  to  the  receiver  RE.  If  the 
slot  number  s  and  the  group  number  g  do  not  coincide 
with  each  other  (S538),  the  slot  number  s  is  increased 
by  one  when  the  transmission  timing  for  the  number  s 

35  has  passed  (S540  and  S541  )  to  collate  the  slot  number 
s  and  the  group  number  g  (S538). 
[01  60]  If  the  command  received  from  the  receiver  RE 
is  not  the  status  information  return  command  CM1 
(S531)  but  it  is  the  fire  restoration  command  CM6 

40  (S542),  the  present  status  information,  the  status  infor- 
mation  that  has  been  transmitted  and  the  various  flags 
stored  in  the  RAMs  32,  33  and  34  are  deleted  (S543). 
If  the  command  is  another  command,  a  process  corre- 
sponding  to  the  command  is  performed  (S544). 

45  [0161]  In  the  system  process  (S503),  a  response  to 
the  status  information  return  command  that  requires 
normal  status  change  information  is  permitted  as  well 
as  the  response  to  the  status  information  return  com- 
mand  CM1  .  In  this  case,  the  transmitter  P  is  brought  into 

so  the  fire  determined  state  simultaneously  with  the  alarm 
issue.  If  the  fire  determination  has  been  made,  no  re- 
sponse  to  the  receiver  RE  is  permitted.  Therefore,  a 
problem  of  the  double  response  can  be  prevented. 
[0162]  Fig.  23  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  specific  ex- 

55  ample  of  the  point  process  (S507)  to  be  performed  by 
the  transmitter  P  according  to  the  foregoing  embodi- 
ment. 
[01  63]  If  the  command  received  from  the  receiver  RE 
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is  the  command  GAD(g)  for  the  point  polling  for  appoint- 
ing  the  group  g  to  which  the  transmitter  P  belongs  (S506 
shown  in  Fig.  9)  and  as  well  as  the  command  is  the  sta- 
tus  information  return  command  CM1  that  requires  the 
status  change  information  for  only  the  transmitter  P 
(S551),  the  present  status  information  is  read  from  the 
RAM  32  and  the  status  information  that  has  been  trans- 
mitted  is  read  from  the  RAM  33  (S552).  If  the  two  status 
information  items  do  not  coincide  with  each  other,  it 
means  that  the  state  of  the  transmitter  P  has  been 
changed  and  a  reference  to  the  RAM  34  is  made  (S553 
and  S554).  If  no  response  stop  flag  is  present  (S555),  it 
means  that  the  status  information  in  the  RAM  32  is  in- 
formation  that  can  be  transmitted  to  the  receiver  RE. 
Therefore,  the  number  m  of  the  transmitter  P  in  the 
group  is  read  from  the  RAM  35  (S556)  and  as  well  as 
the  slot  number  s  is  set  to  zero  (S557). 
[0164]  If  the  slot  number  s  and  the  number  m  in  the 
group  coincide  with  each  other  (S558),  a  response  pulse 
is  transmitted  (S559)  to  respond  to  the  receiver  RE.  If 
the  slot  number  s  and  the  number  m  in  the  group  do  not 
coincide  with  each  other  (S558),  the  slot  number  is  in- 
creased  by  one  when  the  response  timing  to  the  number 
s  has  been  completed  (S560  and  S561)  to  collate  the 
slot  number  s  and  the  number  g  in  the  group  (S558).  If 
the  command  received  from  the  receiver  RE  is  not  the 
status  information  return  command  CM2  for  transmitting 
the  status  change  (S551)  but  it  is  another  command,  a 
process  corresponding  to  the  command  is  performed 
(S562). 
[0165]  Also  in  the  point  process  (S507),  response  to 
the  status  information  return  command  CM2  for  requir- 
ing  the  normal  status  change  information  is  permitted 
similarly  to  the  system  process  (S503)  as  well  as  the 
response  to  the  status  information  return  command 
CM1  for  requiring  the  status  change  information  for  only 
the  transmitter  P. 
[0166]  Fig.  24  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  specific  ex- 
ample  of  the  selecting  process  (S509)  to  be  performed 
by  the  transmitter  P  according  to  the  foregoing  embod- 
iment. 
[0167]  If  the  command  received  from  the  receiver  RE 
is  the  selecting  command  SAD(n)  for  appointing  the  ad- 
dress  n  of  the  transmitter  P  (S508  shown  in  Fig.  9)  and 
as  well  as  it  is  the  status  information  return  command 
CMO  in  the  selecting  (S571),  the  address  n  of  the  ter- 
minal  unit  is  read  from  the  RAM  35,  data  DA  denoting 
the  present  status  information  is  read  from  the  RAM  32, 
command  SAD(n)-DA  denoting  the  status  change  of  the 
transmitter  P  is  transmitted  from  the  signal  transmitting/ 
receiving  portion  TRX  3,  and  data  DA  that  has  been 
transmitted  is  stored  in  the  RAM  33  (S573).  If  the  com- 
mand  received  from  the  receiver  RE  is  not  the  status 
information  return  command  CMO  but  it  is  the  command 
CM3  (that  is,  the  disconnection  discrimination  selecting) 
for  requiring  the  type  information  (S571  and  S574),  the 
address  n  of  the  terminal  unit  is  read  from  the  RAM  35, 
the  type  information  ID  of  the  transmitter  P  is  read  from 

the  ROM  32,  and  the  command  SAD(n)-ID  denoting  the 
type  information  is  transmitted  from  the  signal  transmit- 
ting/receiving  portion  TRX  3  (S575). 
[01  68]  If  the  command  received  from  the  receiver  RE 

5  is  the  fire  determined  command  CM4  (S576),  a  turning 
on  signal  is  transmitted  to  the  response  lamp  LED  to 
turn  on  it  (S577).  Furthermore,  the  fire  determined  flag 
for  inhibiting  the  response  to  the  system  polling  and  the 
point  polling  in  accordance  with  the  ensuing  status  in- 

fo  formation  is  stored  in  the  RAM  34  (S579).  If  the  com- 
mand  received  from  the  receiver  RE  is  the  remote  test 
command  CM8  (S580),  the  test  flag  is  stored  in  the  RAM 
33  (S581),  and  the  test  process  is  performed  (S582).  If 
the  command  is  another  command,  a  process  corre- 

15  sponding  to  the  command  is  performed  (S583). 
[0169]  Fig.  25  is  a  flow  chart  showing  a  specific  ex- 
ample  of  the  input  process  (S505)  to  be  performed  by 
the  transmitter  P  according  to  the  foregoing  embodi- 
ment. 

20  [0170]  If  a  person  who  has  detected  the  fire  depress- 
es  the  push-button  switch  SW  provided  for  the  transmit- 
ter  P,  a  switch  input  is  made  from  the  switch  SW  (S504 
shown  in  Fig.  9).  At  this  time,  data  DA  denoting  the  op- 
eration  of  the  switch  SW  is  stored  in  the  RAM  32  (S599) 

25  and  the  operation  is  returned. 
[0171]  Fig.  26  is  a  time  chart  showing  another  embod- 
iment  of  the  present  invention. 
[0172]  The  time  chart  shows  an  example  in  which  a 
multiplicity  of  groups  of  the  terminal  units  are  divided 

30  into  a  plurality  of  tracks  in  a  case  where  a  very  large 
number  of  terminal  units,  such  as  transmitters  P  and  fire 
detectors  S,  are  used,  and  the  tracks  are  used  to  per- 
form  system  polling. 
[0173]  Fig.  27  is  a  circuit  diagram  for  a  fire  receiver 

35  RE1  for  use  in  the  embodiment  shown  in  Fig.  26. 
[0174]  Although  the  fire  receiver  RE1  is  basically 
structured  similarly  to  the  receiver  RE  shown  in  Fig.  4, 
the  difference  is  that  a  RAM  1  2a  is  added.  The  RAM  1  2a 
is  a  region  for  storing  the  number  t  given  to  a  plurality 

40  of  tracks  into  which  terminal  units  are  divided  in  order  to 
perform  the  system  polling  for  a  transmitter,  the  normal 
system  polling,  the  point  polling  for  a  transmitter  and  the 
normal  point  polling. 
[0175]  Although  the  fire  detectors  and  the  transmitters 

45  for  use  in  the  embodiment  shown  in  Fig.  26  and  ensuing 
figures  have  the  same  structures  of  the  fire  detectors  S 
and  the  transmitters  P  shown  in  Figs.  5  and  6,  the  fire 
detectors  for  use  in  the  embodiment  shown  in  Figs.  26 
and  ensuing  figures  are  different  from  the  fire  detector 

so  s  shown  in  Fig.  5  in  that  the  RAM  25  also  stores  the 
track  number  t.  The  transmitters  for  use  in  the  embodi- 
ment  shown  in  Fig.  26  and  ensuing  figures  are  different 
from  the  transmitter  P  shown  in  Fig.  6  in  that  the  RAM 
35  also  stores  the  track  number  t. 

55  [0176]  The  embodiment  shown  in  Fig.  26  includes 
eight  terminal  unit  groups  arranged  such  that  first  four 
groups  belong  to  track  0,  residual  four  groups  belong  to 
track  1  and  four  terminal  units  belong  to  each  group. 
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[0177]  At  P1a  shown  in  Fig.  26,  the  terminal  units  be- 
longing  to  track  0  are  subjected  to  the  system  polling  for 
a  transmitter.  A  command  for  the  system  polling  for  a 
transmitter  to  which  the  transmitters  belonging  to  track 
0  respond  is  SPAD-CM1  (0). 
[0178]  The  "SPAD"  in  the  command  including  the 
foregoing  command  is  composed  of,  for  example  8  bits, 
while  "CM1  (0)"  is  composed  of  8  bits.  That  is,  the  struc- 
ture  of  the  command  for  appointing  the  group  and  the 
address  is  appointed  with  the  8  forward  bits  of  the  com- 
mand  and  a  portion  of  the  following  8  bits  of  the  com- 
mand  is  used  to  appoint  the  track  t.  Command  CM1  (0) 
is  a  status  return  command  for  a  transmitter  that  relates 
to  track  0  (note  that  CM1  is  a  normal  status  information 
return  command  for  a  transmitter).  Command  CM2  (1) 
is  a  normal  status  information  return  command  that  re- 
lates  to  track  1  (note  that  CM2  is  a  normal  status  infor- 
mation  return  command). 
[0179]  At  P2a,  the  terminal  units  belonging  to  track  0 
is  subjected  to  the  normal  system  polling.  The  command 
for  the  normal  system  polling  is  SPAD-CM2  (0)  for  the 
terminal  units  belonging  to  track  0.  Then,  terminal  units 
belonging  to  track  0  are  subjected  to  the  disconnection 
discrimination  selecting  at  P3a. 
[0180]  The  polling  of  the  transmitters  belonging  to 
track  0  and  polling  of  the  terminal  units  belonging  to 
track  0  are  completed,  and  then  polling  of  the  transmit- 
ters  belonging  to  track  1  and  polling  of  terminal  units 
belonging  to  track  1  are  performed.  That  is,  the  trans- 
mitter  belonging  to  track  1  is  subjected  to  the  system 
polling  for  a  transmitter  at  P4a.  Command  for  the  system 
polling  for  a  transmitter  to  which  the  transmitter  belong- 
ing  to  track  1  is  subjected  is  SPAD-CM1  (1  ).  At  P5a,  the 
terminal  units  belonging  to  track  1  are  subject  to  the  nor- 
mal  system  polling.  Command  for  the  system  polling  for 
a  transmitter  to  which  the  terminal  units  belonging  to 
track  1  are  subjected  isSPAD-CM2  (1).  Then,  aterminal 
unit  having  address  1  is,  at  P6a,  subjected  to  the  dis- 
connection  discrimination  selecting. 
[01  81  ]  After  the  system  polling  of  the  transmitters  and 
the  terminal  units  belonging  to  tracks  0  and  1  has  been 
completed,  the  foregoing  operation  is  repeated  (the  dis- 
connection  discrimination  selecting  is  performed  by  se- 
quentially  increasing  the  address  by  one).  That  is,  the 
system  polling  for  a  transmitter  for  track  0  is  performed 
at  P7a  similarly  to  P1  a.  Then,  the  normal  system  polling 
for  the  track  0  is  performed  similarly  to  P2a.  Thus,  the 
foregoing  operation  is  repeated. 
[0182]  If  the  multiplicity  of  groups  of  the  transmitters 
and  the  terminal  units  are  divided  into  a  plurality  of  tracks 
to  perform  the  system  polling  by  using  the  tracks,  a  great 
advantage  can  be  obtained  in  a  case  where  a  very  large 
number  of  transmitters  or  terminal  units  are  present  and 
only  a  very  small  number  of  address  setting  regions  can 
be  used.  That  is,  one  of  the  plurality  of  tracks  is  appoint- 
ed  with  a  command  so  that  the  track  is  enabled  to  sub- 
stantially  serve  as  an  address.  Thus,  the  address  can 
be  substantially  multiplied. 

[0183]  Fig.  28  is  a  time  chart  showing  the  operation 
to  be  performed  in  a  case  where  there  are  a  transmitter 
and  a  terminal  unit  having  a  changed  state  in  the  system 
polling  for  a  transmitter  and  the  normal  system  polling 

5  according  to  the  embodiment  shown  in  Fig.  26. 
[01  84]  If  the  transmitter  responds  at  the  response  tim- 
ing  for  the  group  G1  (any  of  the  transmitters  belonging 
to  group  G1  is  depressed)  when  the  code  SPAD-CM1 
(0)  denoting  the  system  polling  for  a  transmitter  for  track 

10  0  has  been  transmitted  from  the  receiver  RE1  at  P10a 
shown  in  Fig.  28,  the  receiver  RE1  transmits  to  the  group 
G1  the  code  GAD  (1  )-CM1  (0)  denoting  the  point  polling 
for  a  transmitter  at  P1  1  a.  If  a  fourth  transmitter  responds 
at  this  time,  the  receiver  RE1  transmits  to  the  eighth 

is  transmitter  (having  address  7)  the  status  information  re- 
turn  command  SAD  (7)-CM0  (0)  at  P12a. 
[0185]  As  a  result,  the  receiver  RE1  transmits  to  the 
transmitter  that  has  made  a  response  the  fire  deter- 
mined  command  SAD  (7)-CM4  (0)  at  P13a.  As  a  result, 

20  response  for  the  eighth  transmitter  to  the  receiver  RE1 
is,  in  the  system  polling  and  the  point  polling,  inhibited. 
Further,  the  transmitter  turns  on  the  response  lamp. 
When  the  receiver  RE1  transmits  the  fire  restoration 
command  SPAD-CM6  to  all  terminal  units  at  P14a  after 

25  the  fire  extinguishing  operation  has  been  performed  and 
thus  the  fire  has  been  extinguished,  the  transmitter,  to 
which  the  fire  determined  command  has  been  issued, 
is  restored  and  the  response  to  a  novel  issue  of  the 
alarm  is  permitted. 

30  [0186]  When  the  receiver  RE1  has  transmitted  to  the 
terminal  units  belonging  to  track  0  the  command 
SPAD-CM2  (0)  for  performing  the  normal  system  polling 
and  the  terminal  unit  responds  to  it  at  the  response  tim- 
ing  for  the  group  G2  (if  any  of  the  terminal  units  belong- 

35  ing  to  group  G2  of  the  track  0  has  a  status  change),  the 
second  terminal  unit  responds  to  this  when  the  com- 
mand  GAD  (2)-CM2  (0)  for  performing  the  normal  point 
polling  has  been  transmitted  to  the  group  G2  at  P21a. 
Therefore,  the  command  SAD  (9)-CM0  (0)  denoting  the 

40  status  information  return  command  is  transmitted  to  the 
thirty-sixth  terminal  unit  (address  9  of  track  0  since  16 
terminal  units  belong  to  one  track)  at  P22a.  Further- 
more,  the  thirty-sixth  terminal  unit  transmits  information 
DA  of  the  status  change.  Thus,  the  receiver  RE1  is  able 

45  to  confirm  the  contents  of  the  status  change. 
[0187]  An  assumption  is  made  that  the  receiver  RE1 
has  transmitted  level  stop  command  SAD(9)-CM5  (0)  to 
its  terminal  unit  at  P23a.  It  means  that  the  fire  level  used 
when  the  response  signal  has  been  transmitted  is  an 

so  unnecessary  fire  level.  Thus,  the  thirty-sixth  terminal 
unit  is  then  inhibited  to  transmit  the  response  signal  for 
the  foregoing  fire  level.  At  P30a,  the  terminal  unit  having 
address  0  is  subjected  to  the  disconnection  discrimina- 
tion  selecting.  At  P40a,  the  receiver  RE1  subjects  the 

55  track  1  to  the  system  polling  for  a  transmitter.  Then,  the 
receiver  RE1  subjects  the  track  1  to  the  normal  system 
polling.  Then,  the  foregoing  operation  is  repeated. 
[0188]  Fig.  29  is  a  flow  chart  showing  the  basic  oper- 
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ation  of  the  fire  receiver  RE1  . 
[0189]  Although  the  operation  in  the  foregoing  flow 
chart  is  basically  the  same  as  the  operation  of  the  re- 
ceiver  RE  shown  in  Fig.  7,  it  is  different  from  the  basic 
operation  of  the  receiver  RE  shown  in  Fig.  7  in  that  steps  s 
S7a,  S7b  and  S7c  are  added.  Furthermore,  the  accu- 
mulation  function  is  omitted  from  the  description  in  order 
to  simplify  the  description. 
[0190]  Referring  to  Fig.  29,  if  the  track  number  t  does 
not  reach  the  final  number  T  (in  the  foregoing  embodi-  10 
ment  it  is  the  final  number  T  of  the  track  is  1  )  (S7a)  after 
the  selecting  (S7)  or  the  disconnection  discrimination 
selecting  (S16),  the  receiver  RE1  increases  the  track 
number  t  by  one  (S7b).  When  the  track  number  t  reach- 
es  the  final  number  T  (S7a),  the  track  number  t  is  reset  15 
to  zero  (S7c)  and  the  operation  is  shifted  to  the  control 
interruption  process  (S8  and  S9). 
[0191]  The  polling  for  a  transmitter  (at  least  the  sys- 
tem  polling  for  a  transmitter  or  the  point  polling  for  a 
transmitter)  may  be  performed  during  one  cycle  of  the  20 
normal  polling  (the  cycle  being  composed  of  the  normal 
system  polling,  normal  point  polling  and  the  selecting). 
For  example,  the  polling  for  a  transmitter  may  be  per- 
formed  between  the  normal  system  polling  and  the  nor- 
mal  point  polling.  The  polling  for  a  transmitter  may  be  25 
performed  between  one  normal  point  polling  and  the 
next  normal  point  polling. 
[0192]  By  performing  the  polling  for  a  transmitter  dur- 
ing  one  cycle  of  the  normal  polling,  the  receiver  is  able 
to  detect  an  operation  of  the  button  of  a  transmitter  more  30 
quickly  than  the  embodiments  shown  in  Figs.  1  to  29  if 
the  transmitter  is  depressed  immediately  after  the  poll- 
ing  for  a  transmitter  has  been  performed. 
[0193]  Note  that  terminal  units,  such  as  the  bells  B  to 
be  controlled  may  be  connected  to  the  same  signal  line  35 
for  the  smoke  blocking  and  exhausting  unit  ER,  the  fire 
detector  S  and  the  transmitter  P  and  the  terminal  units 
to  be  controlled  may  be  given  addresses  to  similarly  col- 
lect  information  and  control  commands. 
[0194]  As  an  alternative  to  the  system  polling  for  a  40 
transmitter,  system  polling  for  a  specific  terminal  unit  to 
which  a  specific  terminal  unit,  such  as  a  terminal  unit  in 
a  supervisory  system,  is  subjected,  may  be  performed. 
In  place  of  the  point  polling  for  a  transmitter,  point  polling 
for  a  specific  terminal  unit  to  which  a  specific  terminal  45 
unit,  such  as  a  terminal  unit  in  a  supervisory  system,  is 
subjected,  may  be  performed.  In  this  case,  the  specific 
terminal  unit  in  the  supervisory  system  is  a  transmitter, 
a  fire  detector  or  a  gas  leakage  detector. 
[0195]  Each  of  the  foregoing  embodiments  has  the  ar-  so 
rangement  that  the  group  consisting  of  a  plurality  of  the 
terminal  units  is  specified  by  the  system  polling,  regard- 
less  of  the  system  polling  for  a  transmitter  or  the  normal 
system  polling.  Furthermore,  the  transmitter  or  the  ter- 
minal  unit  is  specified  by  the  point  polling  to  which  only  55 
the  transmitter  or  the  terminal  unit  in  the  group,  which 
has  responded  to  the  system  polling,  is  allowed  to  re- 
spond.  By  performing  the  selecting  operation,  informa- 

tion  is  collected  from  the  specified  transmitter  or  the  ter- 
minal  unit.  The  characteristics  of  the  foregoing  embod- 
iments  may  be  employed  in  methods  shown  in  Figs.  30 
and  31. 
[0196]  Fig.  30  is  a  time  chart  of  a  method  in  which  one 
of  groups  each  of  which  consists  of  a  plurality  of  terminal 
units  is  specified  by  the  system  polling  and  each  of  the 
terminal  units  belonging  to  the  specified  group  is  sub- 
jected  to  the  selecting  so  as  to  collect  information. 
[0197]  The  time  chart  has  a  structure  that  the  point 
polling  of  the  embodiments  shown  in  Figs.  1  to  29  is 
omitted  and  all  terminal  units  belonging  to  the  group  that 
has  responded  to  the  system  polling  are  subjected  to 
the  selecting. 
[0198]  All  terminal  units  belonging  to  the  group,  which 
has  responded  to  the  system  polling  performed  at  P1  b, 
are  subjected  to  the  selecting  to  be  performed  at  P2b, 
P3b,  P4b,  P5b  and  P6b.  Furthermore,  the  point  polling 
is  omitted. 
[0199]  Fig.  31  is  a  time  chart  of  a  method  in  which  the 
system  polling  is  omitted,  all  terminal  units  are  subjected 
to  the  point  polling,  and  only  terminal  units  that  have  re- 
sponded  to  the  point  polling  are  subjected  to  the  select- 
ing  so  that  information  is  collected. 
[0200]  That  is,  the  time  chart  shows  the  operation  in 
which  the  system  polling  is  omitted,  all  terminal  units  are 
subjected  to  the  point  polling  as  shown  in  P1  c  and  P2c, 
and  only  the  terminal  units  that  have  responded  to  the 
point  polling  are  subjected  to  the  selecting  as  shown  in 
P3c  so  that  information  is  collected. 
[0201]  In  each  of  the  foregoing  embodiments,  the  sys- 
tem  polling  for  a  transmitter  is  performed  so  that  the  re- 
ceiving  portion  is  able  to  quickly  recognize  the  type  in- 
formation  when  a  terminal  unit,  such  as  a  transmitter, 
given  priority  has  been  operated.  Thus,  the  fire  informa- 
tion  of  the  transmitter  can  be  quickly  recognized  by  the 
receiving  portion.  Therefore,  the  system  polling,  in 
which  a  plurality  of  variable  terminal  units,  such  as  a  plu- 
rality  of  transmitters,  a  plurality  of  fire  detectors  and  a 
plurality  of  smoke  blocking  and  exhausting  units  having 
addresses  and  connected  to  the  receiving  portion  are 
divided  into  a  plurality  of  groups  and  the  group  to  which 
a  terminal  unit  having  a  changed  status  belongs  is  de- 
tected  in  accordance  with  the  response  timing,  is  ar- 
ranged  in  such  a  manner  that  the  system  polling  for  a 
specific  terminal  unit  is  performed  prior  to  the  normal 
system  polling.  The  system  polling  for  a  specific  terminal 
unit  is  polling  to  which  a  specific  type  terminal  unit  re- 
sponds,  such  as  onlythetransmitter,  onlythetransmitter 
and  the  fire  detector  (only  units  that  supervises  fire).  A 
point  polling  in  which  the  terminal  unit  having  a  changed 
status  in  a  group  that  has  responded  to  the  system  poll- 
ing  is  specified  in  accordance  with  the  response  timing 
is  arranged  in  such  a  manner  that  the  system  polling  for 
a  specific  terminal  unit  to  which  only  the  specified  type 
terminal  unit  responds  is  performed  prior  to  the  normal 
point  polling.  As  an  alternative  to  this,  the  foregoing 
methods  are  performed  while  being  combined  so  that 
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fire  information  of  a  terminal  unit,  such  as  the  transmit- 
ter,  of  a  type  to  be  recognized  immediately  is  enabled 
to  be  quickly  recognized  by  the  receiving  portion  even 
if  a  large  number  of  terminal  units  are  present. 
[0202]  Since  each  of  the  foregoing  embodiments  has  s 
the  arrangement  that  the  fire  determined  command  for 
stopping  response  to  the  receiving  portion  is,  after  the 
operation  of  the  terminal  unit  has  been  determined, 
transmitted  from  the  receiving  portion  to  the  terminal 
unit,  the  operation  of  which  has  been  determined.  10 
Therefore,  even  if  the  detection  level  is  repeatedly 
raised  or  lowered  in  the  vicinity  of  the  fire  discrimination 
level,  the  frequent  response  of  the  terminal  unit  to  the 
receiving  portion  can  be  prevented.  Therefore,  the  re- 
ceiving  portion  does  not  collect  needless  information  15 
and  information  of  a  terminal  unit  that  is  operated  newly 
can  quickly  be  collected. 
[0203]  When  the  system  polling,  the  point  polling  and 
the  selecting  are  performed,  the  fire  determined  com- 
mand  transmitting  means  (the  means  for  transmitting  20 
the  fire  determined  command  for  causing  the  terminal 
unit  among  the  terminal  units,  the  operation  of  which  has 
been  determined,  to  stop  response  to  the  receiving  por- 
tion)  is  used.  As  an  alternative  to  this,  another  method 
may  be  employed  in  which  the  fire  determined  com-  25 
mand  transmitting  means  is  used  in  a  case  where  the 
selecting  for  collecting  a  predetermined  information 
from  a  terminal  unit  in  a  group  to  which  the  terminal  unit 
that  has  responded  to  the  receiving  portion  in  the  system 
polling  belongs  and  system  polling  are  performed  and  30 
the  point  polling  is  not  performed.  The  fire  determined 
command  transmitting  means  may  be  used  in  a  case 
where  the  point  polling  and  the  selecting  are  performed 
and  the  system  polling  is  not  performed. 
[0204]  Each  of  the  foregoing  embodiments  has  the  ar-  35 
rangement  that  the  receiving  portion  transmits  to  the  fire 
detector  the  level  stop  command  when  the  fire  informa- 
tion  received  from  the  multi-signal-type  fire  detector  by 
the  receiving  portion  is  not  a  desired  fire  discrimination 
level.  Therefore,  the  receiving  portion  does  not  further  40 
collect  signals  of  unnecessary  levels  from  the  multi-sig- 
nal-type  fire  detector.  Thus,  non-required  response  to 
the  receiving  portion  can  be  decreased.  That  is,  the  fire 
receiver  has  a  level  stop  means  for  transmitting  the  level 
stop  command  for  stopping  unnecessary  levels.  The  fire  45 
detector  has  a  level  stop  means  for  stopping  response 
of  the  level  that  is  the  subject  of  the  supplied  level  stop 
command. 
[0205]  The  level  stop  means  of  the  fire  detector  is  a 
means  which  reads  the  reference  level  from  a  predeter-  so 
mined  storage  means  when  it  receives  the  level  stop 
command  from  the  receiving  portion,  which  subjects  the 
detected  level  and  the  read  reference  level  to  a  compar- 
ison  and  which  inhibits  response  to  the  receiving  portion 
that  the  status  change  has  taken  place  if  a  discrimination  55 
has  been  made  that  the  detected  level  is  higher  than  the 
reference  level.  As  an  alternative  to  this,  a  means  may 
be  used  which  inhibits  the  operation  of  reading  the  ref- 

erence  level  from  the  predetermined  storage  means 
when  the  level  stop  command  has  been  received  from 
the  receiving  portion.  Also  the  foregoing  structure  ena- 
bles  the  operation  that  are  the  same  as  the  foregoing 
operation  for  inhibiting  the  response  that  the  status 
change  has  taken  place  to  be  performed  as  for  the  ref- 
erence  level,  the  reading  of  which  has  been  stopped. 
[0206]  In  a  case  where  a  discrimination  is  made  as  a 
result  of  the  discrimination  made  by  the  receiving  portion 
that  the  level  is  an  unnecessary  level,  the  receipt  of  the 
fire  information  about  the  unnecessary  level  from  the 
multi-signal-type  fire  detector  enables  the  discrimination 
to  be  made  that  the  level  received  by  the  receiving  por- 
tion  is  the  unnecessary  level.  Therefore,  storage  of  the 
fire  detector,  the  level  of  which  has  been  stopped,  by  the 
fire  receiver  enables  that  the  line  about  the  detector  that 
has  made  a  response  was  free  from  disconnection  can 
be  confirmed  afterwards.  The  fire  detector  may  com- 
prise  a  detection  means  that  detects  the  environmental 
change  occurring  due  to  a  fire  phenomenon  to  transmit 
the  sensor  level,  a  fire  discriminating  means  that  sub- 
jects  the  sensor  level  transmitted  from  the  detection 
means  and  a  plurality  of  different  levels  to  a  comparison 
to  discriminate  fire,  a  response  means  for  responding 
the  status  change,  which  is  the  result  of  the  discrimina- 
tion  made  by  the  discriminating  means,  to  the  receiving 
portion  at  the  time  of  polling  made  from  the  receiving 
portion,  and  a  level  stop  means  which  is  address-ap- 
pointed  by  the  receiving  portion  to  receive  the  level  stop 
command  and  which  stops  the  response  about  the  level 
appointed  by  the  received  level  stop  command. 
[0207]  Each  of  the  foregoing  embodiments  has  the  ar- 
rangement  that  the  system  polling  is  performed  in  such 
a  manner  that  the  group  is  divided  into  a  plurality  of 
tracks,  information  for  identifying  the  tracks  is  stored  in 
the  command  and  the  system  polling  is  performed  for 
each  track.  Therefore,  even  if  the  number  of  the  terminal 
units  that  must  be  disposed  is  larger  than  the  number  of 
the  terminal  units  corresponding  to  the  addresses  for 
one  track,  the  address  length  is  the  same.  That  is,  the 
number  of  the  terminal  units  that  can  be  disposed  can 
be  increased  without  lengthening  the  address  length 
than  a  predetermined  length. 
[0208]  In  usual,  the  microprocessor  processes  infor- 
mation  in  units  of  four  bits  or  eight  bits.  In  a  case  where 
8  bits  are  used  as  the  address,  increase  in  the  number 
of  the  terminal  units  causes  the  address  to  be,  for  ex- 
ample,  9  bits  which  are  incomplete  numbers  for  the  mi- 
croprocessor.  Thus,  the  process  to  be  performed  by  the 
microprocessor  becomes  difficult.  However,  the  present 
invention  is  able  to  eliminate  the  necessity  of  lengthen- 
ing  the  address  length  over  a  predetermined  length. 
Therefore,  the  foregoing  difficulty  for  the  microproces- 
sor  to  complete  the  process  can  be  eliminated. 
[0209]  In  the  case  where  the  system  polling  and  the 
selecting  are  performed  and  the  point  polling  is  not  per- 
formed,  the  plural  groups  may  be  divided  into  a  plurality 
of  tracks  and  the  system  polling  may  be  performed  for 
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each  track.  In  the  case  where  the  point  polling  and  the 
selecting  are  performed  and  the  system  polling  is  not 
performed,  the  plural  terminal  units  may  be  divided  into 
a  plurality  of  tracks  an  the  point  polling  may  be  per- 
formed  for  each  track. 
[0210]  In  the  foregoing  embodiments,  the  plural 
groups  consisting  of  the  terminal  units  (the  system  poll- 
ing  for  a  specific  terminal  unit,  the  normal  system  polling, 
the  point  polling  for  a  specific  terminal  unit  and  the  nor- 
mal  point  polling)  are  divided  into  a  plurality  of  tracks 
and  each  track  has  a  number  t.  As  an  alternative  to  this, 
only  the  groups  consisting  of  specific  terminal  units, 
such  as  the  transmitters,  may  be  divided  into  a  plurality 
of  tracks  and  a  number  t  may  be  given  to  each  track. 
Only  the  groups  consisting  of  terminal  units  that  do  not 
include  the  specific  terminal  unit,  may  be  divided  into  a 
plurality  of  tracks  and  the  number  t  may  be  stored  for 
each  track. 
[0211]  In  the  foregoing  embodiments,  the  group  that 
has  responded  to  the  system  polling  is  subjected  to  the 
point  polling  to  specify  the  terminal  unit  and  information 
is  collected  by  the  selecting.  The  normal  point  polling 
may  be  omitted  and  all  terminal  units  in  the  group  that 
has  responded  in  the  normal  system  polling  may  be  se- 
quentially  subjected  to  the  selecting.  The  normal  system 
polling  may  be  omitted  and  the  respective  groups  may 
be  sequentially  subjected  to  the  point  polling  to  subject 
the  terminal  unit  having  a  changed  status  to  the  select- 
ing.  The  point  polling  for  a  specific  terminal  unit  may  be 
omitted  and  all  specific  terminal  units  in  the  group  that 
has  made  a  response  in  the  system  polling  for  a  specific 
terminal  unit  may  be  sequentially  subjected  to  the  se- 
lecting.  The  system  polling  for  a  specific  terminal  unit 
may  be  omitted  and  the  respective  groups  may  be  se- 
quentially  subjected  to  the  point  polling  for  a  specific  ter- 
minal  unit  to  subject  the  specific  terminal  unit  having  a 
changed  status  to  the  selecting.  Also  in  the  foregoing 
case,  the  receiving  portion  is  able  to  quickly  recognize 
the  fact  that  the  transmitter  was  depressed.  Further- 
more,  the  foregoing  level  stop  and  the  fire  determination 
may  be  adapted  to  the  foregoing  case. 
[0212]  The  terminal  unit  or  the  specific  terminal  unit 
may  be  specified  by  the  combination  of  the  normal  sys- 
tem  polling,  the  normal  point  polling,  the  selecting  and 
the  point  polling  for  a  specific  terminal  unit  (that  is,  the 
system  polling  for  a  specific  terminal  unit  may  be  omit- 
ted).  The  terminal  unit  or  the  specific  terminal  unit  may 
be  specified  by  the  combination  of  the  system  polling  for 
a  specific  terminal  unit,  the  normal  point  polling  and  the 
selecting.  Also  in  the  foregoing  case,  the  receiving  por- 
tion  is  able  to  quickly  recognize  the  fact  that  the  trans- 
mitter  was  depressed.  Furthermore,  the  foregoing  level 
stop  and  the  fire  determination  may  be  adapted  to  the 
foregoing  case.  The  normal  point  polling  in  the  case 
where  the  terminal  unit  or  the  specific  terminal  unit  is 
specified  by  the  combination  of  the  normal  system  poll- 
ing,  the  system  polling  for  a  specific  terminal  unit,  the 
normal  point  polling  and  the  selecting  is  polling  in  which 

the  timings  at  which  the  terminal  unit  in  a  group  to  which 
the  terminal  unit  that  has  responded  to  the  receiving  por- 
tion  in  the  normal  system  polling  or  the  system  polling 
for  a  specific  terminal  unit  responds  to  the  receiving  por- 

5  tion  is  made  to  be  different  among  the  terminal  units  and 
the  terminal  unit  having  a  changed  status  responds  to 
the  receiving  portion  at  the  timing  at  which  the  terminal 
unit  makes  a  response. 
[0213]  According  to  the  first  aspect  of  the  present  in- 

fo  vention,  an  effect  can  be  obtained  in  that  the  receiving 
portion  is  able  to  quickly  receive  fire  information  from  a 
transmitter  or  the  like  if  a  specific  terminal  unit  has  been 
operated  even  in  a  large-size  fire  alarm  system. 
[021  4]  According  to  the  second  aspect  of  the  present 

is  invention,  an  effect  can  be  obtained  in  that  no  response 
to  the  receiving  portion  is  made  even  if  the  detected  level 
is  repeatedly  raised  and  lowered  in  the  vicinity  of  the  fire 
level  after  the  operation  of  the  fire  detector  has  been 
discriminated  and  therefore  the  process  to  be  performed 

20  by  the  receiving  portion  cannot  be  delayed. 
[0215]  Since  the  third  aspect  of  the  present  invention 
has  the  arrangement  that  the  level  supplied  from  the 
multi-signal-type  fire  detector  is  discriminated  by  the  re- 
ceiving  portion,  the  fire  level  can  easily  be  changed  by 

25  changing  the  data  in  the  receiving  portion.  Furthermore, 
a  fire  detector  can  be  attached  while  eliminating  the  ne- 
cessity  of  considering  the  fire  discrimination  level  of  the 
fire  detector. 
[0216]  According  to  the  fourth  aspect  of  the  present 

30  invention,  an  effect  can  be  obtained  in  that  a  previous 
alarm  can  be  issued  prior  to  issuing  a  usual  fire  alarm 
in  a  polling  selecting  method. 
[0217]  According  to  the  fifth  aspect  of  the  present  in- 
vention,  an  effect  can  be  obtained  in  that,  in  a  case 

35  where  a  plurality  of  terminal  units  are  subjected  to  the 
system  polling,  point  polling  and  the  selecting,  the 
smoke  level  supplied  from  the  multi-signal-type  fire  de- 
tector  is  discriminated  by  the  receiving  portion  and  the 
multi-signal-type  fire  detector  is  used  as  a  fire  detector 

40  having  a  predetermined  fire  level,  the  delay  in  the  proc- 
ess  to  be  performed  by  the  receiving  portion  due  to  in- 
crease  in  the  response  signals  to  the  receiving  portion 
can  be  prevented  even  if  a  fire  signal  of  smoke  or  heat 
having  a  level  different  from  the  predetermined  fire  level 

45  is  detected  and  the  multi-signal-type  fire  detector  is  thus 
repeatedly  turned  on  and  off. 
[021  8]  According  to  the  sixth  aspect  of  the  present  in- 
vention,  the  accumulating  operation  can  be  performed 
as  the  fire  alarm  system  even  if  a  fire  detector  having 

so  no  accumulating  function  is  used.  Therefore,  the  in- 
crease  in  the  number  of  parts  of  the  fire  detector  can  be 
prevented  even  if  the  accumulation  at  the  time  of  detect- 
ing  a  fire  is  performed.  Furthermore,  the  fire  detector 
does  not  require  a  large  memory  capacity. 

55  [0219]  According  to  the  seventh  aspect  of  the  present 
invention,  an  effect  can  be  obtained  in  a  case  where  a 
plurality  of  terminal  units  are  subjected  to  the  system 
polling,  point  polling  and  the  selecting  and  the  fire  alarm 
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system  is  enlarged  and  the  number  of  the  terminal  units 
that  must  be  given  addresses  is  increased,  the  time  re- 
quired  to  call  each  address  cannot  be  lengthened.  Fur- 
thermore,  a  difficulty  in  performing  a  uniform  process 
due  to  using  incomplete  number  of  bits  for  the  purpose 
of  forming  the  address  space  can  be  overcome. 

Claims 

1  .  A  fire  alarm  system  comprising: 

a  plurality  of  terminal  units  (S,  P,  RP); 
a  receiving  portion  (RE)  connected  to  said  ter- 
minal  units  (S,  P,  RP)  giving  an  address  to  each 
of  said  terminal  units  and  arranged  to  detect 
terminal  units  having  status  changes  among 
said  terminal  units  (S,  P,  RP), 
normal  system  polling  means  (P2,  P20)  de- 
signed  to  divide  said  plurality  of  terminal  units 
(S,  P,  RP)  into  at  least  one  group  (GO,  G1  ,  G2, 
G3),  to  make  timing  for  each  of  said  groups  to 
respond  to  said  receiving  portion  (RE)  to  be  dif- 
ferent,  and  to  perform  normal  system  polling  in 
such  a  way  that  a  terminal  unit  (3)  having  a 
changed  status  in  a  group  (G1)  responds  to 
said  receiving  portion  (RE)  at  said  response 
timing  for  the  group  (G1  )  to  which  the  terminal 
unit  (3)  having  a  changed  status  belongs; 
normal  point  polling  means  (P21)  designed  to 
make  timing  for  said  terminal  unit  in  said  group 
which  has  responded  to  said  receiving  portion 
(RE)  at  said  normal  system  polling  (P20)  to  re- 
spond  to  said  receiving  portion  (RE)  to  be  dif- 
ferent  for  each  terminal  unit,  and  to  perform 
normal  point  polling  in  such  a  way  that  said  ter- 
minal  unit  having  the  status  change  responds 
to  said  receiving  portion  at  the  timing  for  said 
terminal  unit; 

characterized  by: 

specific  system  polling  means  (P1,  P10)  for 
predetermined  specific  terminal  units  (P) 
among  said  terminal  units  (S,  P,  RP)  of  said  plu- 
rality  of  groups  (GO,  G1,  G2,  G3),  designed  to 
make  timing  for  each  group  to  respond  to  said 
receiving  portion  (RE)  to  be  different,  and  to 
perform  system  polling  for  said  specific  terminal 
units  (P)  in  such  a  way  that  only  a  specific  ter- 
minal  unit  having  a  status  change  responds  to 
said  receiving  portion  (RE)  at  said  timing  for  the 
group  to  which  the  terminal  unit  having  a 
changed  status  belongs; 
specific  point  polling  means  (P11)  for  any  of 
said  predetermined  specific  terminal  units  (P) 
designed  to  make  timings  at  which  terminal 
units  in  a  group  to  which  said  specific  terminal 

unit  having  responded  in  said  specific  system 
polling  belongs  to  be  different  for  each  specific 
terminal  unit,  and  to  perform  the  specific  point 
polling  in  such  a  way  that  that  only  said  specific 

5  terminal  unit  having  a  changed  status  responds 
to  said  receiving  portion  (RE)  at  the  timing  for 
said  specific  terminal  unit;  and 
selecting  means  (P3,  P12,  P22,  P30)  designed 
to  call  said  terminal  unit  having  responded  to 

10  said  receiving  portion  (RE)  at  the  normal  and/ 
or  the  specific  polling  of  the  terminal  units  and 
to  cause  the  receiving  portion  (RE)  to  collect  a 
predetermined  information  from  said  terminal 
unit;  wherein 

is  said  specific  system  polling  (p10)  and,  in  the 
case  of  a  response  during  such  specific  system 
polling  also  said  specific  point  polling  (P11)  for 
predetermined  specific  terminal  units  and  in 
that  case  also  the  required  selecting  (P12)  are 

20  performed  prior  to  performing  said  normal  sys- 
tem  and,  in  the  case  of  a  response  during  such 
normal  system  polling  also  after  normal  point 
polling  (P20,  P21). 

25  2.  Afire  alarm  system  according  to  claim  1  character- 
ized  in  that  said  selecting  means  (P22)  is  designed 
for  sequentially  collecting  a  predetermined  informa- 
tion  from  each  terminal  unit  in  the  group  to  which 
the  terminal  unit  having  responded  to  said  receiving 

30  portion  (RE)  belongs,  in  a  case  where  a  response 
is  made  in  said  normal  polling  or  specific  system 
polling  for  a  specific  terminal  unit, 

wherein  said  system  polling  for  a  specific  ter- 
35  minal  unit  and  the  required  selecting  are  per- 

formed  prior  to  performing  said  normal  system 
polling. 

3.  Afire  alarm  system  according  to  claim  1  ,  character- 
40  ized  in  that  all  terminal  units  (S,  P,  RP)  are  connect- 

ed  in  one  single  group  to  said  receiving  portion 
(RE),  and 

that  the  normal  system  and  normal  point  poll- 
45  ing,  as  well  as  the  specific  system  and  specific 

point  polling  are  identical. 

4.  Afire  alarm  system  according  to  claim  3,  character- 
ized  by  means  for  performing  said  specific  point 

so  polling  for  a  specific  terminal  unit  and  the  required 
selecting  prior  to  said  normal  point  polling  of  the  ter- 
minal  units  and  the  selecting  corresponding  to  said 
normal  point  polling. 

55  5.  A  fire  alarm  system  according  to  one  of  the  preced- 
ing  claims,  characterized  in  that  the  terminal  units 
are  selected  from  the  groups  of  fire  detectors  (S), 
smoke  detectors  (S),  flame  detectors,  heat  detec- 
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tors,  gas  detectors,  smoke  blocking  and  exhausting 
units,  transmitters  (P),  and  relais  (RP),  etc. 

6.  A  fire  alarm  system  according  to  one  of  the  preced- 
ing  claims,  characterized  by  fire  determined  com-  s 
mand  transmitting  means  (P13a)  for  transmitting  a 
fire  determined  command  to  a  terminal  unit  among 
said  terminal  units  (S,  P,  RP),  the  operation  of  which 
has  been  determined  so  as  to  cause  said  terminal 
unit  to  stop  response  to  said  receiving  portion  (RE).  10 

7.  A  fire  alarm  system  according  to  claim  6,  character- 
ized  in  that  said  terminal  unit  (S,  P),  the  operation 
of  which  has  been  determined,  is  an  accumulative 
fire  or  smoke  detector,  a  fire  or  smoke  detector  the  15 
accumulating  operation  of  which  is  completed  in  the 
receiving  portion,  and/or  a  transmitter  which  trans- 
mits  a  fire  signal  to  said  receiving  portion  (RE). 

8.  Afire  alarm  system  according  to  claim  6  or  7,  char-  20 
acterized  in  that  the  receiving  portion  (RE)  is  de- 
signed  to  transmit  a  restoration  signal  (P14a)  tosaid 
terminal  unit  when  the  system  is  restored  for  restor- 
ing  said  terminal  unit  in  response  to  said  restoration 
signal.  25 

9.  A  fire  alarm  system  according  one  of  the  preceding 
claims,  characterized  in  that  at  least  one  of  said  ter- 
minal  units  (S)  is  a  multi-stage-type  fire  or  smoke 
detector.  30 

10.  Afire  alarm  system  according  to  claim  9,  character- 
ized  by  level  discriminating  means  for  discriminat- 
ing  whether  or  not  a  level  signal  received  from  said 
multi-stage-type  fire  or  smoke  detector  among  said  35 
terminal  units  is  a  desired  level  signal  for  discrimi- 
nating  fire  occurence  in  accordance  with  its  ad- 
dress. 

11.  Afire  alarm  system  according  to  claim  10,  charac-  40 
terized  by  level  stop  command  transmitting  means 
for  transmitting  a  level  stop  command  (P6b,  P23a) 
for  causing  said  fire  detector  to  stop  response  at 
said  received  level  if  said  received  signal  is  not  said 
desired  level  signal;  wherein  45 

12.  A  fire  alarm  system  according  to  claim  11  ,  charac- 
terized  in  that  said  receiving  portion  (RE)  is  de- 
signed  to  transmit  a  restoration  signal  to  said  fire  or 
smoke  detector  (S)  at  the  time  of  restorating  said  55 
system,  in  response  to  which  signal  said  fire  or 
smoke  detector  which  has  received  said  level  stop 
command  is  restored. 

13.  Afire  alarm  system  according  to  one  of  claims  9  to 
12,  characterized  by  a  previous  alarm  discriminat- 
ing  means  for  issuing  a  previous  alarm  if  the  level 
of  the  multi-stage-type  fire  or  smoke  detector  is  "n 
-  1  "  in  the  case  where  said  desired  level  of  said  mul- 
ti-stage-type  detector  is  "n",  wherein  "n"  is  an  inte- 
ger  larger  than  2. 

14.  Afire  alarm  system  according  to  one  of  the  preced- 
ing  claims,  characterized  in  that 

said  receiving  portion  (RE)  is  arranged  to  call 
the  terminal  units  connected  thereto  by  polling 
only  when  said  terminal  units  have  a  status 
change,  and  to  collect  information  only  from 
said  terminal  units  which  have  made  a  re- 
sponse; 
a  timer  means  is  provided  which  starts  counting 
of  a  predetermined  time  when  said  receiving 
portion  has  collected  from  said  terminal  unit  a 
signal  as  status  information  with  which  fire  oc- 
curence  is  discriminated  and  which  clears  said 
counting  of  said  predetermined  time  when  said 
receiving  portion  has  collected  restoration  as 
the  status  information  from  said  terminal  unit; 
and 
an  accumulation  discrimination  means  is  pro- 
vided  which  discriminates  that  an  accumula- 
tionoperation  of  said  terminal  unit  has  been 
completed  when  said  timer  means  has  has 
completed  the  counting  of  said  predetermined 
time. 

15.  Afire  alarm  system  according  to  one  of  the  preced- 
ing  claims,  characterized  in  that 

the  plurality  of  terminal  units  (S,  P,  RP)  connect- 
ed  to  the  receiving  portion  (RE)  are  divided  into 
a  plurality  of  groups. 

16.  Afire  alarm  system  according  to  claim  15,  charac- 
terized  in  that  said  plurality  of  groups  are  divided 
into  a  plurality  of  tracks,  and  said  system  polling  is 
performed  in  each  track. 

17.  Afire  alarm  system  according  to  claim  16,  charac- 
terized  by  means  for  setting  the  information  of  said 
tracks  in  a  command  among  addresses  and  com- 
mands  which  are  transmitted  by  said  receiving  por- 
tion  (RE)  to  said  terminal  unit. 

Patentanspriiche 

1.  Feueralarmsystem,  welches  umfasst: 

eine  Vielzahl  von  Endgerateeinheiten  (S,  P, 
RP); 

said  fire  detector  having  received  said  level 
stop  command  (P6b,  P23a)  does  not  make  a 
response  at  the  level  the  response  has  been 
stopped.  so 
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ein  Empfangsteil  (RE),  welches  mit  besagten 
Endgerateeinheiten  (S,  P,  RP)  verbunden  ist, 
um  jeder  der  besagten  Endgerateeinheiten  ei- 
ne  Adresse  zu  geben,  und  welches  angeordnet 
ist,  um  Endgerateeinheiten  mit  Statusanderun-  s 
gen  unter  den  besagten  Endgerateeinheiten 
(S,  P,  RP)  festzustellen, 
normale  Systemabrufmittel  (P2,  P20),  welche 
ausgebildet  sind,  um  die  Vielzahl  von  Endgera- 
teeinheiten  (S,  P,  RP)  in  wenigstens  eine  Grup-  10 
pe  (GO,  G1  ,  G2,  G3)  zu  unterteilen,  um  die  Takt- 
zeit  fur  jede  der  besagten  Gruppen  zur  Abgabe 
einer  Antwort  an  das  Empfangsteil  (RE)  unter- 
schiedlich  zu  machen,  und  um  einen  normalen 
Systemabruf  in  einer  Weise  durchzufuhren,  15 
dass  eine  Endgerateeinheit  (3)  mit  einer  Sta- 
tusanderung  aus  einer  Gruppe  (G1)  dem  be- 
sagten  Empfangsteil  (RE)  in  der  Antwort-Takt- 
zeit  fur  die  Gruppe  (G1)  antwortet,  zu  welcher 
die  Endgerateeinheit  (3)  mit  der  Statusande-  20 
rung  gehort; 
normale  Punktabrufmittel  (P21  ),  welche  ausge- 
bildet  sind,  um  die  Taktzeit  fur  besagte  Endge- 
rateeinheit  aus  besagter  Gruppe,  die  dem 
Empfangsteil  (RE)  bei  besagtem  normalen  Sy-  25 
stemabrut  (P20)  zur  Abgabe  einer  Antwort  an 
das  Empfangsteil  (RE)  geantwortet  hat,  fur  jede 
Endgerateeinheit  unterschiedlich  zu  machen, 
und  um  einen  normalen  Punktabruf  in  einer  2. 
Weise  durchzufuhren,  dass  besagte  Endgera-  30 
teeinheit  mit  einer  Statusanderung  dem  besag- 
ten  Empfangsteil  in  der  Taktzeit  fur  besagte 
Endgerateeinheit  antwortet; 

gekennzeichnet  durch:  35 

spezielle  Systemabrufmittel  (P1,  P10)  fur  vor- 
bestimmte,  spezielle  Endgerateeinheiten  (P) 
unter  besagten  Endgerateeinheiten  (S,  P,  RP) 
der  besagten  Vielzahl  von  Gruppen  (GO,  G1,  40 
G2,  G3).  welche  ausgebildet  sind,  um  die  Takt- 
zeit  fur  jede  Gruppen  zur  Abgabe  einer  Antwort 
an  das  Empfangsteil  (RE)  unterschiedlich  zu 
machen.  und  um  Systemabrufc  fur  besagte,  3. 
spezielle  Endgerateeinheiten  (P)  in  einer  Wei-  45 
se  durchzufuhren,  dass  nur  eine  spezielle  End- 
gerateeinheit  mit  einer  Statusanderung  dem 
besagten  Empfangsteil  (RE)  in  der  besagten 
Taktzeit  fur  die  Gruppe  antwortet,  zu  welcher 
die  Endgerateeinheit  mit  der  Statusanderung  so 
gehort; 
spezielle  Punktabrufmittel  (P11)  fur  jede  der 
besagten  speziellen  Endgerateeinheiten  (P),  4. 
welche  ausgebildet  sind,  um  Taktzeiten  fur 
Endgerateeinheiten  aus  einer  Gruppe,  zu  der  55 
die  besagte,  spezielle  Endgerateeinheit  gehort, 
die  bei  besagtem,  speziellen  Systemabruf  ge- 
antwortet  hat,  fur  jede  spezielle  Endgerateein- 

heit  unterschiedlich  zu  machen,  und  um  den 
speziellen  Punktabruf  in  einer  Weise  durchzu- 
fuhren,  dass  nur  die  besagte  spezielle  Endge- 
rateeinheit  mit  einer  Statusanderung  dem  be- 
sagten  Empfangsteil  (RE)  in  der  Taktzeit  fur  be- 
sagte  spezielle  Endgerateeinheit  antwortet; 
und 
Auswahlmittel  (P3,  P12,  P22,  P30),  welche 
ausgebildet  sind,  um  die  besagte  Endgerate- 
einheit  zu  rufen,  die  dem  Empfangsteil  (RE)  bei 
dem  normalen  und/oder  dem  speziellen  Sy- 
stemabruf  der  Endgerateeinheiten  geantwortet 
hat,  und  um  das  Empfangsteil  (RE)  zu  veran- 
lassen,  eine  vorbestimmte  Information  von  der 
besagten  Endgerateeinheit  einzusammeln; 
wobei 
besagter  spezieller  Systemabruf  (P10)  und,  im 
Falle  einer  Antwort  wahrend  eines  solchen  spe- 
ziellen  Systemabrufs,  auch  besagter  spezieller 
Punktabruf  (P11)  fur  vorbestimmte,  spezielle 
Endgerateeinheiten  und  in  diesem  Fall  auch 
die  erforderliche  Auswahl  (P12)  durchgefuhrt 
werden  vor  der  Durchfuhrung  von  besagtem 
normalen  System-  und,  im  Falle  einer  Antwort 
wahrend  eines  solchen  normalen  Systemab- 
rufs,  auch  anschlieBend  normalem  Punktabruf 
(P20,  P21). 

Feueralarmsystem  nach  Anspruch  1,  dadurch  ge- 
kennzeichnet,  dass  besagtes  Auswahlmittel  (P22) 
ausgebildet  ist,  um  nacheinander  eine  vorbestimm- 
te  Information  von  jeder  Endgerateeinheit  aus  der 
Gruppe  einzusammeln,  zuderdie  Endgerateeinheit 
gehort,  die  dem  Empfangsteil  (RE)  geantwortet  hat, 
im  Falle,  dass  eine  Antwort  bei  besagtem  normalem 
Abruf  oder  speziellem  Systemabruf  fur  eine  spezi- 
elle  Endgerateeinheit  gegeben  worden  ist, 

wobei  besagter  spezieller  Systemabruf  fur  eine 
spezielle  Endgerateeinheit  und  die  erforderli- 
che  Auswahl  vor  der  Durchfuhrung  von  besag- 
tem  Systemabruf  durchgefuhrt  werden. 

Feueralarmsystem  nach  Anspruch  1,  dadurch  ge- 
kennzeichnet,  dass  alle  Endgerateeinheiten  (S,  P, 
RP)  in  einer  einzigen  Gruppe  mit  dem  besagten 
Empfangsteil  (RE)  verbunden  sind,  und 

dass  der  normale  System-  und  normale  Punkt- 
abruf,  ebenso  wie  der  spezielle  System-  und 
spezielle  Punktabruf  identisch  sind. 

Feueralarmsystem  nach  Anspruch  3,  gekennzeich- 
net  durch  Mittel  zur  Durchfuhrung  des  besagten 
speziellen  Punktabrufs  fur  eine  spezielle  Endgera- 
teeinheit  und  der  erforderlichen  Auswahl  vor  dem 
besagten  normalen  Punktabruf  der  Endgerateein- 
heiten  und  der  Auswahl  gemass  dem  besagten  nor- 
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malen  Punktabruf. 

5.  Feueralarmsystem  nach  einem  der  vorhergehen- 
den  Anspruche,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  dass  die 
Endgerateeinheiten  aus  den  Gruppen  der  Feuerde-  s 
tektoren  (S),  Rauchdetektoren  (S),  Flammendetek- 
toren,  Warmedetektoren,  Gasdetektoren,  Rauch- 
abblock-  und  -loscheinheiten,  Sendern  (P),  Relais- 
einheiten  (RP),  etc.  ausgewahlt  werden. 

10 
6.  Feueralarmsystem  nach  einem  der  vorhergehen- 

den  Anspruche,  gekennzeichnet  durch  Feuerbe- 
stimmungshefehl-Sendemittel  (P13a)  zum  Senden 
eines  Feuerbestimmungbefehls  an  eine  Endgera- 
teeinheit  unter  den  besagten  Endgerateeinheiten  15 
(S,  P,  RP),  deren  Betatigung  festgestellt  worden  ist, 
um  so  die  besagte  Endgerateeinheit  zu  veranlas- 
sen,  das  Antworten  an  das  besagte  Empfangsteil 
(RE)  zu  beenden. 

20 
7.  Feueralarmsystem  nach  Anspruch  6,  dadurch  ge- 

kennzeichnet,  dass  besagte  Endgerateeinheit  (S, 
P),  deren  Betatigung  festgestellt  worden  ist,  ein  ak- 
kumulativer  Feuer-  oder  Rauchdetektor,  ein  Feuer- 
oder  Rauchdetektor,  dessen  Akkumuliervorgang  im  25 
Empfangsteil  vollendet  wird  und/oder  ein  Sender, 
der  ein  Feuersignal  an  besagtes  Empfangsteil  (RE) 
sendet,  ist. 

8.  Feueralarmsystem  nach  Anspruch  6  oder  7,  da-  30 
durch  gekennzeichnet,  dass  das  Empfangsteil  (RE) 
dafur  ausgebildet  ist,  ein  Rucksetzsignal  (P14a)  an 
besagte  Endgerateeinheit  zu  senden,  wenn  das  Sy- 
stem  zuruckgesetzt  wird,  um  besagte  Endgerate- 
einheit  als  Antwort  auf  das  besagte  Rucksetzsignal  35 
zuruck  zu  setzen. 

9.  Feueralarmsystem  nach  einem  der  vorhergehen- 
den  Anspruche,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  dass  we- 
nigstens  eine  der  besagten  Endgerateeinheiten  (S)  40 
ein  Mehrstufentyp-Feuer-  oder  -Rauchdetektor  ist. 

10.  Feueralarmsystem  nach  Anspruch  9,  gekennzeich- 
net  durch  Ebenen-Bestimmungsmittel  zur  Bestim- 
mung,  ob  ein  Ebenensignal,  das  von  besagtem  45 
Mehrstufentyp-Feuer-  oder  -Rauchdetektor  unter 
den  besagten  Endgerateeinheiten  empfangen  wor- 
den  ist,  ein  verlangtes  Ebenensignal  zur  Bestim- 
mung  des  Auftretens  eines  Feuers  gemass  seiner 
Adresse  ist  oder  nicht.  so 

11.  Feueralarmsystem  nach  Anspruch  10,  gekenn- 
zeichnet  durch  Ebenen-Beendigungsbefehl-Sen- 
demittel  zum  Senden  eines  Ebenen-Heendigungs- 
befehls  (P6b,  P23a),  um  den  besagten  Feuerdetek-  55 
tor  zu  veranlassen,  das  Antworten  auf  besagter 
empfangener  Ebene  zu  beenden,  falls  das  besagte 
empfangene  Signal  nicht  das  besagte,  verlangte 

Ebenensignal  ist;  wobei 

besagter  Feuerdetektor,  der  den  besagten 
Ebenen-Beendigungsbefehl  (P6b,  P23a)  emp- 
fangen  hat,  keine  Antwort  auf  der  Ebene  gibt, 
deren  Antwort  beendet  worden  ist. 

12.  Feueralarmsystem  nach  Anspruch  11,  dadurch  ge- 
kennzeichnet,  dass  das  besagte  Empfangsteil  (RE) 
dafur  ausgebildet  ist,  ein  Rucksetzsignal  an  den  be- 
sagten  Feuer-  oder  Rauchdetektor  (S)  wahrend  der 
Zeit  des  Zurucksetzens  des  Systems  zu  senden, 
worauf  in  Antwort  auf  dieses  Signal  der  besagte 
Feuer-  oder  Rauchdetektor,  der  den  besagten  Ebe- 
nen-Beendigungsbefehl  erhalten  hat,  zuruckge- 
setzt  wird. 

1  3.  Feueralarmsystem  nach  einem  der  Anspruche  9  bis 
12,  gekennzeichnet  durch  ein  Voralarm-Restim- 
mungsmittel  zur  Abgabe  eines  Voralarms,  falls  die 
Ebene  des  Mehrstufentyp-Feuer-  oder  Rauchde- 
tektors  "n-1"  im  Falle  betragt,  dass  besagte,  ver- 
langte  Ebene  des  besagten  Mehrstufentyp-Detek- 
tors  "n"  betragt,  wobei  "n"  eine  ganze  Zahl  grosser 
als  2  ist. 

14.  Feueralarmsystem  nach  einem  der  vorhergehen- 
den  Anspruche,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  dass 

das  besagte  Empfangsteil  (RE)  angeordnet  ist, 
um  die  daran  angeschlossenen  Endgerateein- 
heiten  durch  Abrufen  nurzu  rufen,  wenn  besag- 
te  Endgerateeinheiten  eine  Statusanderung 
aufweisen,  und  die  Information  nur  von  den  be- 
sagten  Endgerateeinheiten  einzusammeln,  die 
eine  Antwort  gegeben  haben; 
ein  Taktgebermittel  vorgesehen  ist,  welches  mit 
einer  Zahlung  einer  vorgegebenen  Zeit  be- 
ginnt,  wenn  das  besagte  Empfangsteil  von  be- 
sagter  Endgerateeinheit  ein  Signal  als  Status- 
information  eingesammelt  hat,  mit  dem  das 
Auftreten  eines  Feuers  bestimmt  wird,  und  wel- 
ches  die  besagte  Zahlung  der  besagter  vorge- 
gebenen  Zeit  loscht,  wenn  besagtes  Emp- 
fangsteil  eine  Rucksetzung  als  Statusinforma- 
tion  von  besagter  Endgerateeinheit  eingesam- 
melt  hat;  und 
ein  Akkumulations-Bestimmungsmittel  vorge- 
sehen  ist,  welches  bestimmt,  dass  ein  Akkumu- 
lationsvorgang  der  besagten  Endgerateeinheit 
beendet  worden  ist,  wenn  besagtes  Taktgeben- 
nittel  die  Zahlung  der  vorgegebenen  Zeit  been- 
det  hat. 

15.  Feueralarmsystem  nach  einem  der  vorhergehen- 
den  Anspruche,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet  dass 

die  Vielzahl  von  Endgerateeinheiten  (S,  P,  RP), 
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die  an  das  Empfangsteil  (RE)  angeschlossen 
sind,  in  eine  Vielzahl  von  Gruppen  eingeteilt 
sind. 

16.  Feueralarmsystem  nach  Anspruch  15,  dadurch  ge-  s 
kennzeichnet,  dass  besagte  Vielzahl  von  Gruppen 
in  eine  Vielzahl  von  Schienen  unterteilt  sind,  und 
der  besagte  Systemabruf  in  jeder  Schiene  durch- 
geruhrt  wird. 

10 
17.  Feueralarmsystem  nach  Anspruch  16,  gekenn- 

zeichnet  durch  Mittel  zum  Einstellen  der  Informati- 
on  der  besagten  Schienen  in  einem  Befehl  unter 
Adressen  und  Befehlen  die  durch  besagtes  Emp- 
fangsteil  (RE)  an  besagte  Endgerateeinheit  gesen-  15 
det  werden. 

Revendications 
20 

1.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  comportant  : 

une  pluralite  d'unites  formant  terminal  (S,  P, 
RP); 
une  partie  de  reception  (RE)  connectee  auxdi-  25 
tes  unites  formant  terminal  (S,  R,  RP)  donnant 
une  adresse  a  chacune  desdites  unites  formant 
terminal  et  agencee  pour  detecter  des  unites 
formant  terminal  ayant  des  changements  de 
statut  parmi  lesdites  unites  formant  terminal  (S,  30 
P,  RP), 
des  moyens  d'interrogation  de  systeme  normal 
(P2,  P20)  concus  pour  diviser  ladite  pluralite 
d'unites  formant  terminal  (S,  P,  RP)  en  au  moins 
un  groupe  (GO,  G1  ,  G2,  G3),  pour  rendre  diffe-  35 
rent,  pour  chacun  desdits  groupes,  le  minutage 
de  reponse  a  ladite  partie  de  reception  (RE),  et 
pour  effectuer  I'interrogation  de  systeme  nor- 
mal  de  maniere  telle  qu'une  unite  formant  ter- 
minal  (3)  ayant  un  statut  change  situee  dans  un  40 
groupe  (G1)  reponde  a  ladite  partie  de  recep- 
tion  (RE)  audit  minutage  de  reponse  pour  le 
groupe  (G1)  auquel  appartient  I'unite  formant 
terminal  (3)  ayant  un  statut  change, 
des  moyens  d'interrogation  de  point  normal  45 
(P21  )  concus  pour  rendre  different  pour  chaque 
unite  formant  terminal  le  minutage  de  ladite  uni- 
te  formant  terminal  dudit  groupe  qui  a  repondu 
a  ladite  partie  de  reception  (RE)  a  ladite  inter- 
rogation  de  systeme  normal  (P20)  de  reponse  so 

des  moyens  d'interrogation  de  systeme  speci- 
fiques  (P1,  P10)  pour  des  unites  specifiques 
predeterminees  formant  terminal  (P)  parmi  les- 
dites  unites  formant  terminal  (S,  P,  RP)de  ladite 
pluralite  de  groupes  (GO,  G1  ,  G2,  G3),  concus 
pour  rendre  different  pour  chaque  groupe  le  mi- 
nutage  de  reponse  a  ladite  partie  de  reception 
(RE)  et  pour  effectuer  I'interrogation  de  syste- 
me  pour  lesdites  unites  specifiques  formant  ter- 
minal  (P)  de  maniere  telle  que  seule  une  unite 
specifique  formant  terminal  ayant  un  change- 
ment  de  statut  reponde  a  ladite  partie  de  recep- 
tion  (RE)  audit  minutage  pour  le  groupe  auquel 
appartient  I'unite  formant  terminal  ayant  un  sta- 
tut  change, 
des  moyens  specifiques  d'interrogation  de 
point  (P11)  pour  I'une  quelconque  desdites  uni- 
tes  specifiques  predeterminees  formant  termi- 
nal  (P),  concus  pour  rendre  different  pour  cha- 
que  unite  specifique  formant  terminal  les  minu- 
tages  auxquels  les  unites  formant  terminal  d'un 
groupe  auquel  appartient  ladite  unite  specifi- 
que  formant  terminal  ayant  repondu  a  I'interro- 
gation  de  systeme  specifique,  et  pour  effectuer 
I'interrogation  de  point  specifique  de  maniere 
telle  que  seule  ladite  unite  specifique  formant 
terminal  ayant  un  statut  change  reponde  a  la- 
dite  partie  de  reception  (RE)  au  minutage  pour 
ladite  unite  specifique  formant  terminal,  et 
des  moyens  de  selection  (P3,  P12,  P22,  P30) 
concus  pour  appeler  ladite  unite  formant  termi- 
nal  ayant  repondu  a  ladite  partie  de  reception 
(RE)  au  niveau  de  I'interrogation  normale  et/ou 
specifique  des  unites  formant  terminal  et  pour 
amener  la  partie  de  reception  (RE)  a  collecter 
une  information  predeterminee  en  provenance 
de  ladite  unite  formant  terminal,  dans  lequel 
ladite  interrogation  de  systeme  specifique 
(P10)  et,  dans  le  cas  d'une  reponse  pendant 
une  telle  interrogation  de  systeme  specifique, 
egalement  ladite  interrogation  de  point  specifi- 
que  (P11)  pour  des  unites  specifiques  prede- 
terminees  formant  terminal  et,  dans  ce  cas, 
aussi  la  selection  requise  (P12)  sont  effectuees 
avant  d'effectuer  ladite  interrogation  de  syste- 
me  normal  et,  dans  le  cas  d'une  reponse  pen- 
dant  une  telle  interrogation  de  systeme  normal, 
aussi  apres  une  interrogation  de  point  normal 
(P20,  P21). 

a  ladite  partie  de  reception  (RE)  et  effectuer  2.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  la  revendication 
une  interrogation  de  point  normal  de  maniere  1,  caracterise  en  ce  que  lesdits  moyens  de  selec- 
telle  que  ladite  unite  formant  terminal  ayant  le  tion  (P22)  sont  concus  pour  collecter  en  sequence 
changement  de  statut  reponde  a  ladite  partie  des  informations  predeterminees  en  provenance  de 
de  reception  au  minutage  de  ladite  unite  for-  55  chaque  unite  formant  terminal  du  groupe  auquel  ap- 
mant  terminal,  partient  I'unite  formant  terminal  ayant  repondu  a  la- 

dite  partie  de  reception  (RE),  dans  un  cas  ou  une 
caracterise  en  ce  que  :  reponse  est  faite  dans  ladite  interrogation  normale 
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ou  interrogation  de  systeme  specifique  pour  une 
unite  specifique  formant  terminal, 

dans  lequel  ladite  interrogation  de  systeme 
pour  une  unite  formant  terminal  specifique  et  la  s 
selection  requise  sont  effectuees  avant  de  rea- 
liser  ladite  interrogation  de  systeme  normal. 

3.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  la  revendication 
1,  caracterise  en  ce  que  toutes  les  unites  formant  10 
terminal  (S,  P,  RP)  sont  connectees  dans  un  seul 
groupe  a  ladite  partie  de  reception  (RE), 

en  ce  que  I'interrogation  de  systeme  normal  et 
de  point  normal  ainsi  que  I'interrogation  de  sys-  15 
teme  specifique  et  de  point  specifique  sont 
identiques. 

4.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  la  revendication 
3,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'il  comporte  des  moyens  pour  20 
effectuer  ladite  interrogation  de  point  specifique  ou 
d'une  unite  specifique  formant  terminal  et  la  selec- 
tion  requise  avant  ladite  interrogation  de  point  nor- 
mal  des  unites  formant  terminal  et  la  selection  cor- 
respondent  a  ladite  interrogation  de  point  normal.  25 

5.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  I'une  quelconque 
des  revendications  precedentes,  caracterise  en  ce 
que  les  unites  formant  terminal  sont  selectionnees 
parmi  les  groupes  constitues  de  detecteurs  d'incen-  30 
die  (S),  detecteurs  de  fumee  (S),  detecteurs  de 
flammes,  detecteurs  de  chaleur,  detecteurs  de  gaz, 
unites  de  blocage  et  de  mise  a  I'echappement  de 
fumee,  emetteurs-recepteurs  (P),  et  relais  (RP), 
etc.  35 

6.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  I'une  quelconque 
des  revendications  precedentes,  caracterise  en  ce 
qu'il  comporte  des  moyens  de  transmission  d'une 
instruction  determinee  d'incendie  (P13a)  destines  40 
a  transmettre  une  instruction  determinee  d'incendie 
vers  une  unite  formant  terminal  parmi  lesdites  uni- 
tes  formant  terminal  (S,  P,  RP),  dont  le  fonctionne- 
ment  a  ete  determine  de  maniere  a  amener  ladite 
unite  formant  terminal  a  arreter  de  repondre  a  ladite  45 
partie  de  reception  (RE). 

7.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  la  revendication 
6,  caracterisee  en  ce  que  ladite  unite  formant  ter- 
minal  (S,  P),  dont  le  fonctionnement  a  ete  determi-  so 
ne,  est  un  detecteur  cumulatif  d'incendie  ou  de  fu- 
mee,  un  detecteur  de  feu  ou  de  fumee  dont  le  fonc- 
tionnement  cumulant  est  termine  dans  la  partie  de 
reception,  et/ou  un  emetteur-recepteur  qui  trans- 
met  un  signal  d'incendie  vers  ladite  partie  de  recep-  55 
tion  (RE). 

8.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  la  revendication 

6  ou  7,  caracterise  en  ce  que  la  partie  de  reception 
(RE)  est  concue  pour  transmettre  un  signal  de  res- 
tauration  (P14a)  vers  ladite  unite  formant  terminal 
lorsque  le  systeme  est  restaure  pour  restaurer  ladi- 
te  unite  formant  terminal  en  reponse  audit  signal  de 
restauration. 

9.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  I'une  quelconque 
des  revendications  precedentes,  caracterise  en  ce 
que  au  moins  une  desdites  unites  formant  terminal 
(S)  est  un  detecteur  d'incendie  ou  de  fumee  du  type 
a  plusieurs  etages. 

10.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  la  revendication 
9,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'il  comporte  des  moyens  de 
determination  de  niveau  destines  a  determiner  si 
oui  ou  non  un  signal  de  niveau  recu  en  provenance 
dudit  detecteur  d'incendie  ou  de  fumee  du  type  a 
plusieurs  etages  parmi  lesdites  unites  formant  ter- 
minal  est  un  signal  de  niveau  voulu  pour  determiner 
I'apparition  d'un  incendie  conformement  a  son 
adresse. 

11.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  la  revendication 
1  0,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'il  comporte  des  moyens  de 
transmission  destruction  d'arret  de  niveau  desti- 
nes  a  transmettre  une  instruction  d'arret  de  niveau 
(P6b,  P23a)  pour  amener  ledit  detecteur  d'incendie 
a  arreter  de  repondre  audit  niveau  recu  si  ledit  si- 
gnal  recu  n'est  pas  ledit  signal  de  niveau  voulu, 
dans  lequel 

ledit  detecteur  d'incendie  ayant  recu  ladite  ins- 
truction  d'arret  de  niveau  (P6b,  P23a)  ne  re- 
pond  pas  au  niveau  ou  la  reponse  a  ete  arretee. 

12.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  la  revendication 
1  1  ,  caracterisee  en  ce  que  ladite  partie  de  reception 
(RE)  est  concue  pour  transmettre  un  signal  de  res- 
tauration  audit  detecteur  d'incendie  ou  de  fumee  (S) 
au  moment  de  la  restauration  dudit  systeme,  signal 
en  reponse  auquel  ledit  detecteur  d'incendie  ou  de 
fumee  qui  a  recu  ladite  instruction  d'arret  de  niveau 
est  restaure. 

13.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  I'une  quelconque 
des  revendications  9  a  12,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'il 
comporte  des  moyens  de  determination  d'alarme 
prealable  destines  a  emettre  une  alarme  prealable 
si  le  niveau  du  detecteur  d'incendie  ou  de  fumee  du 
type  a  plusieurs  etages  est  "n-1  "  dans  le  cas  ou  ledit 
niveau  voulu  dudit  detecteur  du  type  a  plusieurs 
etages  est  "n",  ou  "n"  est  un  nombre  entier  plus 
grand  que  2. 

14.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  I'une  quelconque 
des  revendications  precedentes,  caracterise  en  ce 
que 
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ladite  partie  de  reception  (RE)  est  agencee 
pour  appeler  les  unites  formant  terminal  con- 
nectees  a  celle-ci  par  interrogation  uniquement 
lorsque  lesdites  unites  formant  terminal  ont  un 
changement  de  statut,  et  pour  collecter  des  in-  s 
formations  uniquement  en  provenance  des  uni- 
tes  formant  terminal  qui  ont  fait  une  reponse, 
des  moyens  de  minutage  sont  fournis  qui  de- 
marrent  le  comptage  d'un  temps  predetermine 
lorsque  ladite  partie  de  reception  a  collecte  a  10 
partir  de  ladite  unite  formant  terminal  un  signal 
en  tant  qu'information  de  statut  avec  laquelle 
un  declenchement  d'incendie  est  determine  et 
qui  remet  a  zero  ledit  comptage  dudit  temps 
predetermine  lorsque  ladite  partie  de  reception  15 
a  collecte  une  restauration  en  tant  qu'informa- 
tion  de  statut  provenant  de  ladite  unite  formant 
terminal,  et 
des  moyens  de  determination  d'accumulation 
sont  agences  qui  determinent  qu'une  operation  20 
d'accumulation  de  ladite  unite  formant  terminal 
a  ete  effectuee  lorsque  lesdits  moyens  de  mi- 
nutage  ont  termine  le  comptage  dudit  temps 
predetermine. 

25 
15.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  I'une  quelconque 

des  revendications  precedentes,  caracterise  en  ce 
que 

la  pluralite  d'unites  formant  terminal  (S,  R  RP)  30 
connectees  a  la  partie  de  reception  (RE)  est  di- 
visee  en  une  pluralite  de  groupes. 

16.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  la  revendication 
1  5,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ladite  pluralite  de  groupes  35 
est  divisee  en  une  pluralite  de  voies  et  ladite  inter- 
rogation  de  systeme  est  effectuee  dans  chaque 
voie. 

17.  Systeme  d'alarme  incendie  selon  la  revendication  40 
6,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'il  comporte  des  moyens  pour 
etablir  reformation  desdites  voies  dans  une  instruc- 
tion  parmi  des  adresses  et  des  instructions  qui  sont 
transmises  par  ladite  partie  de  reception  (RE)  vers 
ladite  unite  formant  terminal.  45 

50 

55 
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